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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the fair termination problem for probabilistic concurrent 
finite-state programs. We analyse the complexity of deciding, given a system of probabilistic 
concurrent finite-state programs, whether the system will terminate (with probability 1) under five 
different fairness assumptions. It turns out that these problems are either complete for hIME, 
or the second or third level of the alternating logspace hierarchy, even when the number of 
programs is fixed. However, when a more succinct representation of the inputs is allowed, the 
problems become either EXPTIME- or PsPAcE-complete. Let NL, (AL:, AL:, respectively) denote 
the class of languages that can be accepted by a k log n space bounded NTM (2-alternation 
bounded ATM, 3-alternation bounded ATM, respectively) with a binary tape alphabet. It has 
been conjectured that there are problems in NL, that require n(n”) deterministic time. Now 
these problems are in PTIME for every fixed value of k; but if we accept the conjecture, then the 
order of the polynomial, in each case, grows linearly with the value of k. For succinctly represented 
instances of k concurrent n-state programs, we show that the problems require 0(t1’~~~“~‘) 
deterministic time or are hard for AL:_, or AL:_, Furthermore, the reductions are such that if 
we accept the conjecture, then each of the problems require n(n (‘-‘)“) deterministic time. In 
addition, corresponding upper bounds of O(n “‘) deterministic time and dk log n 2- (3-)alterna- 
tion bounded ATM space (for some positive constant d) are shown; and lower bounds with 
respect to space are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The use of randomization (or probabilities) seems to be a recent trend in the 
design of concurrent algorithms. In comparison to their nonprobabilistic counter- 
parts, probabilistic programs often enjoy the merit of being simpler and easier to 
design. They also often require less shared memory (cf. 113, 16, 171). Perhaps more 
importantly, they sometimes allow solutions, under certain constraints, that cannot 
be achieved without using randomization. For example, in [13] it was shown that 
there is no deterministic, deadlock-free, symmetric and truly distributed solution 
for the dining philosophers problem. But if randomization is allowed, it becomes 
possible to design a relatively simple algorithm that meets these specifications. 
Unfortunately, probabilistic programs suffer the drawback that few verification 
techniques are well developed. Recently, however, the termination problem (i.e., 
the problem of deciding, given a system of concurrent programs, whether the system 
will terminate with probability 1) has received some attention. In particular, people 
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are interested in the fair termination problem; i.e. does the system terminate (with 
probability 1) providing the scheduling of programs is, in some sense, fair [4, 5, 
12, 15, 221. So far, the research in this area seems to emphasize two directions. The 
first concentrates on designing inference rules that can serve as a mathematical 
foundation for proving fair termination. (cf. [12,15].) The second concerns itself 
with algorithmically solving special cases-such as the case where the programs are 
finite-state. Consequently, for such cases, the space and/or time complexity for 
determining fair termination becomes an issue (see, e.g., [4, 51 and more recently 
[22]). To date, however, no attempt has been made to compare the complexity 
results under different fairness constraints. Neither has any result appeared on 
studying the complexity of the problem in terms of the number of concurrent 
programs (i.e., the degree of concurrency). 
The main contribution of this paper is a comprehensive analysis of the fair 
termination problem for probabilistic concurrent finite-state programs under five 
different fairness constraints. It turns out that the problems are either complete for 
PTIME or AC; or AC.), even when the number of programs is a fixed constant. 
(AZ: (AC)) denotes the second (third) level of the alternating logspace hierarchy 
[2].) Here it is assumed that the inputs are essentially provided in the form of the 
global state graph-in a manner consistent with the definitions given in [4]. However, 
when a more succinct representation of the inputs is allowed (one in which each 
program is described only in terms of the memory to which it has access), the 
problems become either EXPTIME- or PsPAcE-complete. (We feel that such an input 
representation more closely resembles how one would realistically expect to rep- 
resent a system of concurrent programs.) Let NLk (AL:, AL:, respectively) denote 
the class of languages that can be accepted by a k log n space bounded NTM 
(2-alternation bounded ATM, 3-alternation’ bounded ATM, respectively) with a 
binary tape alphabet. (Note that NL,, G AL: G AL:.) It has been conjectured that 
there are problems in NL,, that require R(nk) deterministic time. For succinctly 
represented instances of k concurrent n-state programs, we show that the problems 
require R( n (hm6)‘y6) deterministic time or are hard for AL:_* or ALip3. Furthermore, 
the reductions are such that if we accept the conjecture, then each of the problems 
require a( n (km2)‘8) deterministic time. In addition, corresponding upper bounds of 
O(nd “) deterministic time and d k log n 2- (3-)alternation bounded ATM space (for 
some positive constant d) are shown; and lower bounds with respect to space are 
discussed. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. So while the problems we 
consider are in PTIME for every fixed value of k, the order of the polynomial (for 
sure in some cases-more than likely in the others) grows linearly with the value 
of k-and thus the problems are, in some sense, gradually intractable. 
Problems requiring a( n “) deterministic time were previously shown in [ 11; while 
problems requiring k log n nondeterministic TM space (with a binary tape alphabet) 
were considered in [9]. See also [7, 181. The fact that the problems become more 
difficult, with our more concise representation of the instances, is not really surpris- 
ing. For example, [ll] showed earlier that the lockout problem for similarly 
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expressed instances of (nonprobabilistic) concurrent systems was EXPTIME com- 
plete. The important contribution here is that we explain the role played by the 
degree of concurrency in determining the problem’s complexity. We have also 
considered five different types of fairness and shown that the problem complexity 
depends on the type of fairness involved. Lastly, one should note that not many 
problems have appeared in the literature which are proven complete for various 
classes of alternating space or which are gradually intractable in the manner 
described here. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the 
model of probabilistic concurrent finite-state programs as well as five types of 
fairness criteria (taken from [12, 151). Based on this model, we show that the fair 
termination problem depends only on the topological structure of the program’s 
transitions, and not on the particular values of the nonzero transition probabilities. 
This constitutes a generalization of a result shown in [4]. Therefore, we are able to 
use a graph-theoretical approach to determine whether programs will terminate with 
probability 1 under each of the fairness constraints. In Section 3, we investigate 
upper and lower complexity bounds for the problems defined in Section 2. In Section 
4, we consider the case when a more succinct representation of the inputs is allowed. 
2. The model 
Informally, a system of probabilistic concurrent programs consists of several 
programs running in parallel. In addition, probabilistic moves are allowed in each 
program; i.e., the next move to be executed in each program is chosen in a 
probabilistic manner among those executable moves. (One might imagine this as 
flipping a perhaps biased die to decide the next move when several moves are 
available.) As we shall see later, our model is essentially that of [4] although our 
notations are somewhat different. (Actually, our model constitutes a slight generali- 
zation of the one presented in [4]. More will be said about this shortly. See [4] for 
a detailed comparison.) Based on this model, our goal is to determine, given a 
system of probabilistic concurrent programs, whether the system will terminate 
properly (i.e., with probability 1) under a given fairness criteria. Now since concurrent 
programs run asynchronously, one cannot predict a priori how their actions will be 
interleaved in time. As a result, if we want to prove that a system will terminate 
with probability 1, we must do so for all possible (realistic) interleavings. In order 
to formalize this, [4] uses a deterministic scheduler that determines which program 
will execute (or be scheduled) next. To consider proper termination then entails 
considering all schedules that are consistent with a particular fairness constraint. 
First, we define our model of probabilistic concurrent programs. Formally, a 
system 9 of k probabilistic concurrent finite-state programs (denoted by FPCPk, 
or FPCP if the parameter k is not important) is a quadruple (S, so, 6, X) where 
l S is a finite set of states, 
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l sO (ES) is the initial state, 
l X (s S) is the set of termination states, and 
. a={&,..., S,} is the set of transition functions which satisfy: 
- Vlsi<k, 8i:S+2sx[o~11, 
- VSE S, if (s’, t) E &(s) for some S’E S and t>O, then CrES P:,,= 1, where P& 
stands for the probability of reaching state r from state s by executing an atomic 
step of program i. (Note here that t = P&.) 
Let the classes of such systems be denoted by KY%ZY’, and %J%Y), respectively. 
We assume that X is a “sink”, i.e., if a state in X is reached, with probability 1 the 
system will stay in X. Without loss of generality, we then assume that Vl s i c k 
&(s) c X x [0, l] Vs E X. A system 9 of three probabilistic concurrent finite-state 
programs is shown in Fig. 1. There each transition function is illustrated via a 
state transition graph. The numbers on the edges correspond to the probabilities. 
For example, the edge from state 1 to 2 in 6, is labelled l/2 meaning that Pi,, = l/2. 
The interested reader should review the example carefully as it will be used 
throughout this section to illustrate other definitions and concepts. Note that, unlike 
the definition in [4], here a program i can be “undefined” in some nontermination 
state q; i.e., CrtS Pb,r = 0. The notion of “enabledness” can, therefore, be introduced. 
Program i is said to be enabled in state q iff Pi,T # 0 for some state r in S; otherwise, 
it is said to be disabled. For example, if we consider the system 9 of Fig. 1, we see 
that program 3 is undefined (and hence disabled) in state 6. Hence, our systems 
are somewhat more general than those in [4], where each program was required to 
be enabled in every nontermination state. As we shall see later, this kind of 
generalization allows us to distinguish several fairness notions that are identical for 
the problem instances considered in [4]. 
A schedule of 9’ is a partial mapping 
Given a schedule 0; the corresponding computation tree (or computation) is a tree 
with so as its root and, for every n, (so, sl, . . . , s,) is a path in the tree iff for every 
j, 1 sj s n, there exists a program i, (1 s i, < k) such that (T(s~, s, , . . . , sj-,) = i, and 
P$,_,,J, > 0. The reader should note that, in each state, the program to be scheduled 
next depends not only on the current state, but also on the sequence of states 
(history) that have been visited thus far. Furthermore, since (T is a single-valued 
function, this method of scheduling is deterministic. Note that given a schedule, 
the corresponding computation tree is uniquely decided, and vice versa. Therefore, 
in the remainder of this paper, the words “schedule” and “computation tree” will 






where sO is the initial state, for eachj, 1 s j G m, s, is in S, 1 c i, c k, i, = a(~,, . . . , Sj-,) 
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The global State space 
-terminal state 
Transition functions 
Fig. 1. A system B of three probabilistic concurrent finite-state programs. 
and p>,-, ,.5, > 0. (We also consider infinite computation paths. In this case m = a.) 
The computation tree for a possible schedule of the system 9” of Fig. 1 is shown in 
Fig. 2. The program to be scheduled at each node is indicated on the right-hand 
side (of the node). Once again, the numbers on the edges correspond to probabilities. 
Note that examples of both infinite and finite paths are shown in Fig. 2. We define 
a,(j) = i,, i.e., thejth program scheduled in e. Let A be the set of all infinite sequences 
of states of S. Let A (so, . . . , s,) = {w E A 1 w = so, s, , . . . , s,, . . .}, i.e., the subset of 
A such that each element has sO, . . . , s,, as its prefix. Given a schedule m, the 
probability measure pC is defined by 
/AA(s,,. . . , s,)) = P::,,s, P:2,,s, . . . P::_,,w 
where i, = u(sO, . . . , s,-,), j = 1,. . . , n. Based on the theory of Markov chains, this 
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A “computation” is a tree: 
An infix 
e A finite path 
. 
Assume that the schedule 
repeats in the manner shown 
every time state 4 occurs. 
Fig. 2. A schedule for 9 and the corresponding computation (tree). The schedule is as follows: u({l}) = 1, 
a({l,2})=3, a({l,3})=1,a({l,2,4})=3, a({l,3,6})=1,... 
measure can be extended to a probability measure on A. The interested reader 
should consult [lo] for more details. See also [5,22]. 
We now consider the following types of fairness. They were first defined and 
studied in [12]. (The names in parentheses refer to those used in [12].) Given a 
system P and a path 
‘I iz e:s,-s,-s,~...~s,-_,... 
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over ??‘, we say e is: 
(1) 1 -fair (impartial) iff for every program i there are infinitely many js such that 
CT=(~) = i (i.e., every program is scheduled infinitely often in e). 
(2) Z-fair (just) iff for every program i if there exists a number t such that i is 
enabled for every state sj (j 2 t), then there are infinitely many Is such that a,( 1) = i 
(i.e., every program that is enabled continuously is scheduled infinitely often in e). 
(3) j-fair (fair) iff for every program i if there are infinitely many js such that i 
is enabled in sj, then there must be infinitely many Is such that a,(/) = i (i.e., every 
program that is enabled infinitely often is scheduled infinitely often in e). 
The reader should realize, at this point, that every l-fair path is 3-fair, and every 
3-fair path is 2-fair. (Now [4] considers only systems where each program is enabled 
in every nontermination state. In such a context, the above three types of fairness 
are identical.) These types of fairness serve in many cases as an appropriate notion 
of what it means for a computation to be “fair”. See, e.g., [4, 121. There are situations, 
however, for which they are not deemed powerful enough (see [15]). As a result, 
the concept of state-fairness was introduced [1.5]. A path is said to be state-fair if 
whenever a program is enabled in some state that occurs infinitely often, then the 
program is scheduled infinitely many times in that state. More precisely, consider 
an FPCP 9 = (S, sO, 6, X) and a path 
iI ‘2 
e : so - s, - s2 + . . . -+ S,,,+ . . 
over 9. Let S’ E S be the set of states which occur infinitely often in e. Then e is 
state-fair iff Vs E S’, Vprogram i which is enabled in s, there exists an infinite 
sequence I,, I,, . . . , l,, . . . such that Vt 2 1, s = s,, and i = i,,+, (i.e., program i is 
scheduled infinitely often in e while 9’ is in state s). Note that the infinite path 
shown in Fig. 2 is l-fair but not state-fair. To see this, observe, for example, that 
program 3 is enabled in state 5 and that state 5 occurs along the path infinitely 
often. However, on this path program 2 is always scheduled whenever state 5 occurs. 
Compared to fairness types l-3 defined previously, state-fairness is defined on the 
transition level and hence is a more severe constraint. (Note that fairness types l-3 
are defined on the process level.) An interesting question, therefore, arises. What 
happens if one imposes state-fairness in conjunction with each of the earlier types 
of fairness. One can readily see that a state-fair path is also 2- and 3-fair. The 
combination of fairness types l-3 and state-fairness ends up defining two additional 
notions of fairness. A computation path e is 
(4) 4-fair iff it is state-fair, 
(5) 5-fair iff it is state-fair and l-fair. 
Given an FPCP Y= (S, so, 6, X) and a schedule a, let L’ be the set of r-fair paths 
of cr. u is said to be t-fair (t = 1,2, 3,4, or 5) iff )(L,( L’) = 1. Hence our main concern 
is to determine whether there exists a t-fair schedule such that ?? does not terminate 
with probability 1. More precisely, let f$‘)(a) be the probability under (T of either 
(1) reaching a state in X for the first time using exactly n moves, or 
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(2) entering a state s (using exactly n moves) for which the scheduled program 
is not enabled. 
Note here that schedules are allowed to choose disabled programs. Since such a 
choice terminates a computation path, we could (but do not), in what follows, 
restrict schedules to choose only enabled programs. Such a restriction would not 
alter the results presented in this paper. 
Letf$(g) = C~Z~jf$“(~). We further define h(,,, = inf{fs( a) 1 u is a f-fair schedule 
starting at s}. (hi,, is abbreviated as h& ifs is the initial state.) The fair nontermination 
problem (NTP) is to decide, given an FPCP, whether h& < 1 for t = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. 
The fair termination problem (TP) is the complement of the fair NTP. The fair NTP 
has been studied to some degree in [4,5,22]. In [4], it is shown that for FPCPs the 
fair NTP under l-fairness depends only on the topological structure of the transition 
functions, and not on the particular probabilistic transition assignments. In other 
words, [4] showed that it was possible to use a purely combinatorial approach to 
solve the fair NTP (see also [22]). In the remainder of this section, we generalize 
the results in [4] to deal with fairness types 2-5, or more precisely fairness types 
l-5 in our model. Now, even though our results are shown for a slightly more 
general model, it is the case that our lower bounds hold for the corresponding 
problems in [4] as well. (More will be said about this as we proceed.) 
Given an FPCP p = (S, s,,, 6, X), we define its corresponding execution graph 
(hereafter, graph) (denoted by GY) to be the directed labelled graph (V, E) where 
V= S and the edge (q, r), (i is the label of the edge) is in E iff Pi,1 # 0 (i.e., there 
is a nonzero probability for program i to reach state r from q in one step providing 
program i is scheduled). (At times we write q *i r for (q, r)i.) The graph also has 
an initial node (so) and a set of terminal nodes (X). The graph G.iP that corresponds 
to the 9 of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3. A subgraph G’ of G9 is said to be a reachable 
subgraph iff some node in G’ is reachable from s,,. Given a set of nodes V’C V, a 
restricted graph over V’ is a subgraph G’ = ( V’, E’) of G, such that if an edge (q, r)i 
of E is in E’, then there is no r’ in V- V’ such that (q, r’), E E. A reachable strongly 
connected component G’= (V’, E’) of Gup( =( V, E)) is called a blackhole iff G’ 
satisfies 
(1) G’ is a restricted graph over V’; 
(2) V’nX=@, and 
(3) E’#@ 
The blackholes here will assume the role played by the k-ergodic sets of [4]. The 
difference is that we do not require every program to be involved in a blackhole. 
The interested reader should consult [4] for more details. A program i is said to be 
active in a blackhole G’= (V’, E’) iff there are states q and r in V’ such that (q, r): 
is in E’. A blackhole G’ (of Gtlp) is said to be of 
(1) type 1 iff every program i is active in G’; 
(2) type 2 iff if i is a program such that Vs E V’ 3s’ E V such that (s, s’), is in E, 
then program i must be active in G’; 
(3) type 3 iff whenever i is a program such that (q, r)i is in E for some q in V’ 
and r in V- V’, then program i must be active in G’; 
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Fig. 3. The (execution) graph G, for P. 
(4) type 4 iff, for every q in V’, there is no r’ in V- V’ and no j, 1 s j s k, such 
that (q, r’), is in E; 
(5) type 5 iff it is type 1 and type 4. 
Consider the subgraph G’ (of the GIP shown in Fig. 3) shown in Fig. 4. G’ 
constitutes a blackhole of types l-3. G’ is not a type 4 or 5 blackhole. Now, 
intuitively, a blackhole of a certain type represents those states and transitions that 
can occur infinitely often in a nonterminating fair computation with nonzero proba- 
bility. Thus, G’ (of Fig. 4) represents, in some sense, the shaded subportion of the 
Fig. 4. A blackhole G’ of G,P. 
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computation tree shown in Fig. 2. Note that all computation paths shown in Fig. 2 
are l-, 2-, and 3-fair. 
In what follows, we show, for any FPCP, that the particular nonzero transition 
probabilities have no effect on whether the FPCP will fairly terminate or not with 
probability 1. Based on this fact, we are able to give a combinatorial solution strategy 
for the fair NTP with respect to each type of fairness. We, in fact, relate the existence 
of blackholes in G9! to the fair NTP for 9. In order to do this, the following lemmas 
are required. They are, basically, extensions of the results given in [4], where only 
the l-fairness was considered. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 97’ = (S, so, 6, X) be an FPCZ? Let s be the set of states that can be 
reached from s, without visiting a state in X. Then min{hf,, 1 s E 3) is either 0 or 1, 
where t = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. For type t fairness, suppose B = min{ h & 1 i E 3) 
isnotOorl.LetB=hj,, and F = iB(l - B). Clearly, F > 0. Since B is the minimum, 
by definition there must exist a t-fair schedule u starting at s such that B s f g( a) < 
B + E. Since B # 0 and f;(m) = cz=:=, f:“)(a), there exists an integer N such that 
YN = I,“=, f?‘(g) > ;B (i.e., the probability of termination under (T in no more than 
N steps is greater than $B). Now, f$(cr) = YN + y’, where y’ is the probability of 
termination under (T using more than N steps. More precisely, y’ = C,tS qjrj, where 
qj is the probability of going from s toj under (T in N steps without being terminated, 
and rj is the probability of termination from j under the remainder of u. Since the 
remainder of CT is also a t-fair schedule, we have that rj 2 hi,x > B (since B is the 
minimum). Also, cjts qj = 1 - YN. As a result, one can see that 
Therefore, E > $B( 1 - B)-a contradiction since E was chosen to be $B( 1 - B). This 
proves the lemma. 0 
Remark. One should note in the preceding lemma that the term “fair” could have 
been replaced by any property that is preserved under the “tail” operation. 
A slight modification of [4, Theorem 2.11 yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let p = (S, s,,, 6, X) be an FPCP,. Zf there exists some type t (t = 
1,2,3,4, or 5) blackhole in Gcip, then there is a t-fair schedule u such that f%(a) < 1 
(i.e., the probability of termination under u is less than 1). 
Proof. Let G9 be the associated graph of 9. Suppose G= (V, E) is a type t 
(t = 1,2,3,4, or 5) blackhole in Gcp. Now, in what follows we shall illustrate how 
to construct a t-fair schedule u where 9 does not terminate with probability 1. 
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Since a blackhole must be reachable from the initial node, there exists a path 
in Gp, where m > 1, s, E V and, for every j, 1 s j< m - 1, we have that 1 d ij d k 
and P’:,,,+, > 0. Now for j, 1 sj s m - 1, we define a(.~,, . . . , s,-,) = i,. 
The remainder of u is designed in such a way that any computation entering G 
is forced to stay in G forever. Now, given jE V, we illustrate how to design a 
schedule o; such that starting at any state in V the probability of reaching j under 
aj is 1. Let 
Since A is finite, let A = {[q, , h,], . . . , [q,, h,]}. The schedule (T can now be described 
as follows. As long as no state in V has yet been entered, the schedule can be 
completed in an arbitrary manner so long as the particular fairness constraint is 





Schedule according to uy, until q, is reached; in state q, schedule h,; then 
proceed according to (2). 
Schedule according to qqqz until q2 is reached; in state qr schedule h,; then 
proceed according to (3). 
Schedule according to ~7~~ until q, is reached; in state q, schedule h,; then 
proceed according to (1). 
It should be reasonably easy to establish that such a strategy produces a I-fair 
schedule (t = 1,2,3, 4, or 5) since G is a type t blackhole. As a result, we have that 
the probability of nontermination is at least Pi;,,.,, . . . P:‘;;,_, ,p,,~ and the lemma follows. 
It remains to show the claim concerning a,. For each state i in V, let 
K(i)={program h I,5 P::;=l] 
(i.e., K(i) is the set of programs that are enabled in state i that cannot lead the 
computation from i to a state outside V). Now, for each state j in V, we partition 
V into E{, . . . , El,,, where: 
E{={i\ig V,GlhEK(i) such that Pflj>O}, 
Ei={ili~ V-E{,~~E K(i) such that PfI’;>O}, 
, 3hE K(i) such that P:,;_,>O}, 
Here, for E E S we write PflE in place of CjEE P:,. Now since G is a blackhole, 
E{ # 0. Furthermore, the finiteness of G guarantees that the partition is finite. The 
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schedule uj can now be described as follows: 
if i E E: is the current state and i fj, schedule any program h E K(i) 
such that P&_, > 0. 
The above schedule has the tendency to move the computation toward E[ (and 
hence, state j) with nonzero probability. We now show that the probability of 
reaching j under ai is 1. First, let pi denote the probability of reaching j under V, 
from i (EV). Let 
(Y = min{PF,, 1 Vr, s, h such that r, s E V and Ptlv > O}. 
Clearly, pi 2 (Y mj > 0 (since in each E{, the probability of moving toward E{_, is at 
least cr). Now, let B =min{p,. rE V} (>O). Suppose B =pI. There must exist an 
integer N such that 
B=P,=YN+ C WI,, 
IC v 
where y,,, (=probability of reaching j under a, in no more than N steps) >fB > 0, 
s, is the probability of reaching state Y (from i) in N steps without visiting j, and 
q1 is the probability of reaching j from state r. Hence, 
B>y,+Cs,B=y,+(l-y,)B=B+(l-B)y,, 
r 
which holds only if B = 1. This completes the claim, as well as the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let 9 = (S, sO, 6, X) be an FPCP If there exists a t-fair (t = 1,2,3,4, or 5) 
schedule cr such that fg( a) < 1, there must exist a type t blackhole G’ in G,. 
Proof. Let G9 = (V, E) denote 9”‘s associated graph. In what follows we shall first 
show that V can be decomposed into a sequence of disjoint sets I,, I,, . . , In, for 
some n, which satisfy the following conditions: (Let J,,, = lJr=O Zr, 0s m s n) 
(1) I, = X (the set of termination nodes), 
(2) t/program h and Vnode i in Im, if 3edge i -+h j in GB such that j E V-J,,,, 
then 3j’E 5,-L such that i +h j’ is in Gy. (This means that in state i of I,, if for 
some program h the computation can reach a state outside J,, then with nonzero 
probability program h can also move the system toward I,.) 
To prove the existence of such a decomposition, we first let I,= X. Now, let 
H = V - I,,. Define a relation H such that, for i and j E H, i++j iff 3h such that 
l i +h j is in G!&, and 
l if i +h j’ is in Gy, then j’E H. 
Let w be the reflexive transitive closure of H. Using e, H can be partitioned into 
equivalence classes. Let I, be a class without successors, i.e., for every node i in 
I,, if i-j, then j E I,. Since H is a finite set, a choice for I, must exist. Furthermore, 
for every program h and state i in I,, if j is a node outside I, u I, and i jh j is in 
G,P, then there exists a j’g I, such that i -+h j’ is in GPp. If this were not the case, 
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I, would have a successor (since i-j and jE I, u Z,). As a result, we see that I, 
satisfies (2). Now, assume that I,, I,, . . . , Z,,-, have been constructed, then let 
J,npl = Ur”‘;’ I, and H = V-J,,_, . Now, by applying the above procedure to H one 
can derive Z,. Clearly, by repeating this procedure until V = J,,, the desired decompo- 
sition is produced. 
We are now in a position to prove that if there exists a f-fair (t = 1,2,3,4, or 5) 
schedule u such that the probability of termination under (T is less than 1, then 
there exists a type t blackhole in G,?. We establish this via contradiction. Suppose 
there is no type t blackhole in G9 and f x (u) < 1. Consider an arbitrary t-fair schedule 
(T starting at i. In what follows, we shall show that f%(a) > c, for some positive 
constant c (independent of a). By Lemma 2.1 we will then have our contradiction: 
f%(c) = 1, for all t-fair schedules u. As a result, the lemma will follow. 
So, let v be an arbitrary t-fair schedule starting at i. Now let (T = min{ P:, 1 Pti > O}. 
For a contradiction, suppose that i is in Z,,. We first show the following claim. 
Claim A. With probability 1, the computation will either 
(i) reach a state in which the next program to be scheduled is undefined (in this 
case, the computation terminates), or 
(ii) reach a state j in I,, such that tfprogram h is next to be scheduled, then j 3” 1 
is in E for some state 1 in J,,-,. 
Suppose that Claim A is false. Let 
L={ele:s,,$-+s,F,sz+... is an infinite t-fair computation path over 
(T which does not satisfy (ii); i.e., Vj>O, sig J,,-, and sj - 
iit1 l in E 
implies that Z&J,-,}. 
Now p,(L) = 0 would imply that Claim A is true. Hence, suppose that p<,(L) # 0. 
For each e in L let inf( e) denote the set of edges which are traversed infinitely often 
in e. Given two paths e, and e2 in L, we define e, - e2 iff inf(e,) = inf(e,). Now, 
“-‘I partitions the set L into a finite number of equivalence classes. Furthermore, 
at least one of the equivalence classes, say C, must have non-zero measure since L 
does. Let 
V, = U {s 13edge in inf(e) of the form (s, r)h}, 
PI” C 
EL = eyC, {(s, r)t, /(s, r),, E inf(e)l. 
Now, consider the subgraph G, = (V,, EL). Note that 
(1) GL is reachable from i (with respect to G,); 
(2) CL is strongly connected; and 
(3) if (s, r)h E EL, then every other edge of the form (s, r’)tl E E must also be in 
EL (since to avoid (s, r’)t, almost everywhere would mean that the measure 
of C is zero). 
Consequently, GL is a blackhole. Furthermore, since C contains only t-fair paths, 
GL is a type t blackhole-a contradiction. Hence, Claim A holds. 
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Now, let B, and yrn denote the probability of (i) and (ii), respectively. (Note 
that B, + ym = 1.) The probability of reaching a state in J,,-, is no less than LY y,,,. 
The above procedure can be repeated at most n times (n is the number of disjoint 
sets) until I0 is reached or (ii) is no longer true. Hence, the probability of termination 
is no less than 
since Bi + y, = 1 for all i defined, which is a constant (>O) and independent of u. 
Hence, according to Lemma 2.1, fz( (T) = 1. This then is the desired contradiction 
thus completing our proof. 0 
From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
to discern whether an FPCP terminates with probability 1 for all t-fair schedules. 
As a result, we have this theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Consider an FPCP ??. Let G, denote the corresponding graph. 9 will 
not terminate with probability 1 under t-fairness (t = 1,2,3,4, or 5) ifs there exists a 
type t blackhole in Gy. 
3. The complexity measured as a function of the size of the state space 
In this section, we derive the complexity of the fair NTP (fair TP) for FPCPs 
under fairness types 1-5. We assume that an instance ?? = (S, sO, 6, X), as described 
in the previous section, is encoded in the usual manner for labelled state graphs. 
Note that this representation amounts to expressing a system of concurrent programs 
in terms of its global state space. One should note that there are instances where 
this encoding scheme is quite verbose. In the next section, we explore a more succinct 
representation (one in which each program is described only in terms of the memory 
to which it has access) and see how the complexity is altered. 
Before proceeding, we first define some complexity classes that will be used 
throughout the rest of this paper. In [2], the alternation logspace hierarchy was 
introduced based on the model of alternating Turing machines (ATMs). Basically, 
the concept of alternation is a generalization of nondeterminism in a way that allows 
existential and universal quantifiers to alternate during the course of a computation. 
Four kinds of states exist in an ATM; namely, existential, universal, accepting, and 
rejecting states. A universal state can lead to acceptance iff all successors lead to 
acceptance. On the other hand, an existential state leads to acceptance iff there 
exists a successor that leads to acceptance. Detailed definitions can be found in [2]. 
The complexity classes of languages accepted by time (space) bounded ATMs were 
also defined in [2]. In particular, AZ: is the set of languages accepted by O(log n) 
space bounded ATMs in which the starting state is an existential state and the 
machine is constrained to make at most k- 1 alternations during the course of a 
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computation. (Any computation path of such a machine will have at most k 
alternation blocks.) In [2] such machines are called “k-alternation bounded”. We 
adopt this notation here. AIL,” (=co-AC:) is the class of languages accepted by 
O(log n) space bounded k-alternation bounded ATMs whose initial states are 
universal. Unless otherwise specified, the reader may assume that all ATMs discussed 
in this paper have initial states which are existential. Note that AC:= NLOGSPACE 
and that the entire hierarchy is contained in PTIME, i.e., UT=‘=, AE:s PTIME [2]. 
Other properties of this hierarchy as well as some complete problems for AZ; (and 
AC:) can be found in [19,20]. 
We summarize the results of this section in Table 1, where PTIME-C, AZ:-C and 
AZ-k-C stand for PrrME-complete and complete for the class of O(log n) space 
bounded 2-alternation bounded and 3-alternation bounded ATMs, respectively. 
Since the fair TP is the complement of the fair NTP, the complexity results for TP 
can be displayed simply by replacing AZ;-C with AIT)-C and AZ_)-C with AIL;-C. 
We give the complexity of the problem for the case when the degree of concurrency 
is a fixed constant and when it is a problem parameter. (Actually, it is an internal 
parameter since it is defined implicitly within each system 9.) 
In [4], an algorithm was presented to check the termination (with probability 1) 
of FPCPs under l-fairness. Using Theorem 2.4, one can easily extend their procedure 
for other types of fairness. Hence, we have the following lemma. 






PTIME-C PTIME-C AZfC 
PTIME-C PTIM~-C A&C 
PTIME-C PTIME-C A&I 
AZ;-C A&-C A&- 
AZ:-C AZ:-C AZ;-C 
Lemma 3.1. The,fair NTP for 2W’CeP is solvable in PTIME for fairness types 1-5. 
Proof. The following algorithm is a slight modification of the one given in [4]. Let 
~=(&sn, 6, X) be an instance of the problem with k processes. Let n denote the 
size of g (i.e., the number of bits in its representation). Note that k s n. 
Algorithm 
(1) Construct G,+. Find the maximum strongly connected components, say 
Qlr...,Qm,ofGVP. Let H={Q,,...,Q,,,I. 
(2) if H =(d then respond in the affirmative and halt. 
(3) Choose some Q’ E H. 
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if Q’ is a type t blackhole 
then respond in the negative and halt 
else 
begin 
(i) if Q’ cannot be reached from sO (in GP) or contains no edges 
then H +- H -{Q’}; goto (2). 
(ii) if Q’ is not a blackhole then find nodes qo, q,, in Q’, q2 outside Q’ (or, 
q2 E X), and a program i such that q. +i q, is an edge in Q’ and q. --+I q2 
is an edge in G:,. (Note that by definition these items must exist.) Then, 
let Q” be the subgraph of Q’ resulting from the removal of all outgoing 
edges from q,) labelled i. If Q”is strongly connected, let H + (H -{Q’}) u 
{Q”} and goto (2); otherwise, find the maximum strongly connected 
components, say R,, . . . , R,, of Q”. Let H +-(H-{Q’})u{R,, . . , R,}. 
Then goto (2). 
(iii) if Q’ is not of type t 
(t = 1, 2, 4, or 5) then H + H - {Q’}; goto (2). 
(t = 3) then find nodes q. in Q’, q, outside Q’, and a program i such 
that q. +’ q, is an edge in G, but no edge labelled i exists in Q’. (Again, 
such items must exist by definition.) Then, let Q” be the subgraph of Q’ 
induced by removing q,, and its adjacent edges from Q’. Decompose Q” 
into maximum strongly connected components, say R,, . . , R,5. Let 
H + (H -{Q’}) u {R, , . . . , R,}. Then goto (2). 
The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows. A type t blackhole is a special type 
of strongly connected component. So to test whether such a blackhole exists we 
first decompose the graph into the set of maximum strongly connected components 
H. Then, an arbitrary component Q’ (of H) is chosen to test whether it is a type t 
blackhole. If so, it can be concluded that the system will not terminate properly 
under type t fairness; otherwise, the set H is refined (the refinement depends on 
t), and then the test is repeated. 
The fact that the algorithm works should almost be clear from the definitions. 
The only item that might need clarification is step (iii). Suppose Q’ is a component 
that succeeds the tests of (i) and (ii) (i.e., Q’ is a blackhole). If Q’ is not a type 1 
blackhole, then there must exist a program that is not active in Q’. Such a program 
cannot be active in any subgraph of Q’. Hence, in the case of type 1 blackholes, 
Q’ can be discarded without further refinement. If Q’ is not a type 2 blackhole, 
then there is a program which is enabled (in GrP) for every node of Q’ that is not 
active in Q’. Therefore, no subgraph of Q’ can be a type 2 blackhole; hence, in the 
case of type 2 blackholes, Q’ can be discarded. Suppose Q’ is not a type 4 blackhole. 
Then from each node in Q’ there must emanate a path (in G?p) that leaves Q’. 
Therefore, no subgraph of Q’ can form a type 4 blackhole; hence, in the case of 
type 4 blackholes, Q’ can be discarded. If Q’ is not a type 5 blackhole, then it is 
either not of type 1 or type 4. The fact that Q’ can then be discarded in this case 
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follows from our earlier comments concerning type 1 and type 4 blackholes. Only 
in the case of type 3 blackholes is it possible that further refinements may be needed. 
The detailed refinement procedure in this case is illustrated in (iii). The fact that it 
works directly follows from the definitions and is left to the reader. 
Now we are ready to analyse the time complexity of the algorithm. First note 
that each of the following two steps can be carried out in polynomial time (in n 
and k): 
l constructing the set of maximum strongly connected components, and 
l determining whether a subgraph is a (type t) blackhole. (This step requires time 
polynomial in n for blackholes and type 2-4 blackholes, and time polynomial in 
H and k for type 1 and 5 blackholes.) 
Based on these facts, step (1) can clearly be carried out in polynomial time. Step 
(2) is trivial. Now, since each time the procedure returns to step (2) (from step (3)) 
at least one edge (or node) is removed, the number of iterations is polynomially 
proportional to the size of the graph. Finally, substeps (i), (ii), and (iii) can easily 
be performed in polynomial time. Consequently, the above algorithm runs in 
polynomial time. The lemma now follows. 0 
Theorem 3.2. The,fair NTPfor 9??%,9’, under fairness types 1-3, is PTIME-complete. 
The result also holds for 9%Wl,, when k is a fixed constant greater than 1. 
Proof. The fact that the problem is in PJ-IME follows directly from Lemma 3.1. In 
what follows, we shall show that it is also PTIME-hard. To show this, we reduce the 
path system problem, which is well-known to be PrrlLzE-complete [S], to the fair 
NTP for FPCPs. 
Recall that a path system is a quadruple 6YY’= (X, R, S, T) where X is a finite 
set of nodes, S (&X) is a set of starting nodes, T (G X) is the set of terminal nodes, 
and R (G X x X x X) is a set of rules. A node x in X is admissible iff either x E T 
or 3-v, z E X such that (x, y, z) E R and both y and z are admissible. .YY’ is said to 
have a solution iff there is an admissible node in S. 
Now, given a path system Y’Y= (X, R, S, T), we show how to construct an FPCPz 
9 = (S’, so 9 6, X’) such that 9’9 has no solution iff hly,< 1 for t = 1, 2, or 3. 9’ will 
have the property that both processes are enabled in each nontermination state. 
Since for such instances l-, 2-, and 3-fairness are the same, we only consider 
l-fairness in the remainder of the proof. Let R ={r,, . . . , rd}, S= {s,, s2,. . . , s,} 
and T={t,, t, ,..., t,}. For convenience, we first construct the graph G,,r = (V, E) 
as follows: 
v=xu{s,,q’}u{x’ ,...,. x~(~xEX-T}, 
E is the collection of edges added by (l)-(5) below: 
(1) add (Q, s,)~ for i = 1 and 2, 
(2) Vj, 1 cjc m-l, add (s;, s,,,); and (s,,,, s,), for i= 1 and 2, 
(3) Vj, 1 d js n, add (t,, q’)i for i = 1 and 2, 
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(4) Vx E X - T, add (x, sJi for i = 1 and 2, 
(5) VXEX-_,Vlsj~d-1 add (x,x’);, (x’,x”‘)~ and (xd,x), for i=l and 2, 
(6) Vx E X - T if rj = (x, y, z) is in R, add (x’, y), and (xi, z)~. 
See Fig. 5. The FPCP 8 is constructed from GB by assigning probabilities uniformly 
to each choice of move; i.e., for each node, every outgoing transition concerning 
the same process i will be assigned the same probability. s,, will be the initial state. 
Furthermore, let X’ (the set of termination states) equal (4’). We claim that 9.9 
has no solution iff GcIP has a type 1 blackhole (containing the node so). 
To show this, first assume that 39’ has no solution. Let A and B be the sets of 
nonadmissible and admissible nodes, respectively. Let 
Clearly, S & A'. According to the construction of Gyp, for every node xi in A' there 
exists at most one edge that connects xi to some node in B' (otherwise, the 
corresponding x would be admissible). Furthermore, from each state in A' n (X - T), 
there are two edges back to sO. Now, we define the following subgraph G’: 
l s0 is in G’; 
l for every node x E A', if x is reachable from sO, then x is in G’; 
l (so, s,)r and (s,,, s,)~ are edges in G’; 
l for every node x in G’, 
l if 3y E B' such that (x, y), is in G9p, then only edges of the form (x, z),, where 
z is in G’, are in G’, 
l if 3y E B' such that (x, Y)~ is in GIY, then only edges of the form (x, z), , where 
z is in G’, are in G’, 
l otherwise, all edges of the form (x, y),, where i = 1 or 2 and y is in G’, are in 
G’. 
Since X’ = {q’}, one can readily see from the construction that G’ is strongly 
connected and a type 1 blackhole. This completes the proof of the “only-if” part. 
Now, consider the case when ??pY has a solution, i.e., some state, say s’ in S, is 
admissible. From the construction, we show that there does not exist a type 1 
blackhole. Let H be the “parse” tree that certifies the admissibility of s’; i.e., H is 
a finite labelled binary tree where: 
l each node in H is either a leaf or has both a left child and a right child, 
l each node is labelled by an element of X, 
l each leaf is labelled by an element of T, 
l whenever an internal node is labelled by x and its left and right children are 
labelled by y and z respectively, it must be that (x, y, z) E R, 
l the root is labelled by s’. 
Now, suppose there exists a type 1 blackhole G’. One can readily see from the 
construction that s0 must be in G’. Because of the edges connecting nodes in S we 
see that the node s’ must also be in G’. We now claim that there must exist a leaf 
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of H whose label occurs in G’. Now recall that leaves are labelled by elements of 
7’. As a result, the construction ensures that q’ must be in G’-which is impossible. 
It only remains to show the claim. Let H’ be the set of nodes in H whose labels 
belong to G’. Consider a node in H’ of maximal depth. Let x label this node. If 
this node is a leaf, the claim is true. So suppose the node is not a leaf and that y 
and z are the labels associated with its left and right children, respectively. Now, 
(x, y, z) E R. Suppose that (x, y, z) is the jth rule in R. Now, by construction, xi 
must occur in G’, hence, y or z must also appear in G’. This contradicts the fact 
that the chosen node in H was of maximal depth. As a result, the claim is true. 
Hence, if ?? has a solution, then there is no blackhole. Now, according to Theorem 
2.4, the FPCP 9 will terminate with probability 1 under type 1 fairness. This 
completes the proof of the “if” part. 0 
Note that the system constructed in the preceding PrrME-hardness proof is 
composed of two programs both of which are enabled in every nontermination state. 
Hence, we have that Theorem 3.2 also holds for the restricted model used in [4]. 
Now if we restrict ourselves to the case where only one program is involved, a 
somewhat lower complexity result can be obtained. Before showing this, we need 
the following easy lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. For an FPCP, 9’ = (S, sO, 6, X), hk = 1 (t = 1, 2,3,4, or 5) ifs there is 
no blackhole in Glp. 
Proof. The lemma is trivial since, for such 9, all blackholes are of type 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5. 0 
The next lemma provides sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of 
blackholes in a one-program system. Later, based on this result, we show how to 
design an efficient ATM algorithm to test for the existence of a blackhole. 
Lemma 3.4. Let GP be the associated graph of a system B = (S, sO, 6, X) in 9??‘%9’, . 
Then G!+ has a blackhole (of types l-5) iff there is a state q in Gcp that is reachable 
from sO such that 
(1) q cannot reach any state in X (the set of termination states), and 
(2) q cannot reach any deadend state (i.e., a state with no successors). 
Proof. According to the definition, a subgraph G = (V, E) of GVp is a blackhole iff 
it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) 3s E V such that sO --+* s (i.e., G can be reached from the initial state SO); 
(b) G is a strongly connected component containing at least one edge; 
(c) no termination node is in G; and 
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(d) Vr E V, Vedge (r, r’)i in Gp, r’ must be in V and (r, r’), must be in E (i.e., no 
outgoing transitions of r can leave G). 
We first show the “if” part (i.e., if a blackhole exists, then conditions (1) and (2) 
are satisfied). Let G = (V, E) be such a blackhole. Let 9 be an arbitrary state in V. 
Suppose q can reach a deadend state (in GP) or a state in X, say q’. Let 
4+ql-+q2”’ . + q’ be such a path. Due to condition (d), one can easily show, 
by induction, that q’g V-a contradiction. Hence, the “if” part is true. 
On the other hand, suppose there is a state q satisfying both (1) and (2). Let Q 
be the set of all reachable states from q. Now r --+ s denotes that s can be reached 
from r in one step, and “+ *” is the reflexive transitive closure of “+‘I. We define 
an equivalence relation “-” such that r - s iff r -+* s and s ---2* r. Using “-” one 
can decompose Q into equivalence classes. The relation “-+” can then be extended 
to this set of equivalence classes in the obvious way. Let Q’ be an equivalence class 
which has no successor with respect to “--+“. (The finiteness of G,p, and hence Q, 
guarantees the existence of such a Q’.) Furthermore, Q’ cannot contain just a single 
state q’ (which has no outgoing edge) since such a q’ would be a deadend state. 
Let E ={(r, s)lre Q’ and (r, s) is an edge in G+}. We claim that the subgraph 
G = (Q’, E) is a blackhole. Condition (a) follows immediately from the definition 
of Q. Since q cannot reach any termination state, (c) is satisfied. Also, (b) and (d) 
are satisfied because Q’ defines an equivalence class. This completes the proof of 
the “cnlv-if” part. 17 
Now we are ready to derive the complexity of the fair NTP for %%Y, . We have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. The fair NTP for 5Y%P,, under fairness types l-5, is AX;-complete. 
Proof. First, we derive the upper bound. According to Lemma 3.3, an FPCP, 6 
will not terminate properly iff there is a blackhole in the corresponding G.fl. We 
show how to construct an O(log n) space bounded 2-alternation bounded ATM M 
that accepts a given FPCP, 9’ iff G.p has this property. We now sketch the operation 
of M on an instance 9?‘= (S, so, 6, X) in .%Y%.Y,. Let IpI= n. Note that GIB can 
easily be obtained from 9 in deterministic logspace. 
According to Lemma 3.4, G,, has a blackhole iff there exists a reachable state q 
which cannot reach a deadend state or a state in X. Now a computation of M will 
consist of two phases-first the existential phase and then the universal phase. In 
the first phase, M (nondeterministically) traverses a path in G!, (of length at most 
n) and (nondeterministically) chooses a state, say q, of G: at which to stop and 
enter the second phase. In the second phase M traverses all paths (of length n) in 
G:, that emanate from q. If during one of these traversals M encounters a state of 
X or a deadend state, it immediately rejects; otherwise, it accepts after the nth step. 
One can now see that M accepts G, iff there exists a reachable node q such that 
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q can not reach a deadend state or a state in X; i.e., it can reach a blackhole. 
Furthermore, during the course of any computation the work space needed is 
logarithmic in n. The details of M’s construction will be left to the reader. 
We are now ready two show the lower bound. Let M be an O(log n) space 
bounded 2-alternation bounded ATM. Given an input string x, it suffices to construct 
an FPCP, 9 such that M accepts x iff !Y will not properly terminate. Here, for the 
sake of simplicity, we illustrate how to construct the graph GY instead. (Recall from 
Section 2, that the actual probability assignment has no affect on the solution; and 
that an appropriate FPCP, 9 can easily be constructed from G,9.) A configuration 
of M is a triple (p, i, s), where p is the current state, i is the input head position, 
and s is the contents of the work tape (including the head position). Let c0 be the 
initial configuration. A configuration (p, i, s) is called a universal (existential, accept- 
ing, rejecting) configuration iff p is a universal (existential, accepting, rejecting) 
state. Let V be the set of configurations of M on x. Let 1x1 (/ VI) denote the length 
(size) of x (V). Since M uses O(loglxl) space, 1 VI is polynomial in 1x1. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that M never enters the same configuration twice. Further- 
more, we assume that the computation graph of M on x is such that each path 
from cg is composed of exactly two phases, and ultimately terminates in either an 
accepting or rejecting configuration. (If M does not possess these properties, an 
equivalent ATM with the appropriate properties can easily be constructed.) 
Before the detailed construction is presented, we first describe the basic intuition 
involved. Since we are constructing a single-program system, in what follows we 
shall omit any discussion of the edge labels. Recall that for M to accept x in two 
alternations, the accepting computation must consist of two phases-an existential 
phase followed by a universal phase. Now the graph GfB is constructed from the 
computation graph of M on x. Note that the computation graph of M on x is 
acyclic, and that each leaf represents either an accepting or rejecting configuration. 
Figure 6(a) (minus the dashed edges) illustrates a typical accepting computation of 
M on x. (The entire computation is not shown; as a result, no rejecting configurations 
are shown.) Now, suppose that from each accepting node we add a new edge back 
to the first universal node encountered along the computation (i.e., the dashed edges 
in Fig. 6(a).) After this is done, one can see that the universal phase (beginning at 
r) now forms a blackhole. If the computation (shown in Fig. 6(a)) was not accepting, 
the aforementioned changes would not produce a blackhole. To see this, suppose 
that v4 was rejecting; and that as a result v4 would represent a deadend (terminal) 
node in the graph. The only question that remains is how to add those dashed lines 
to the computation graph since to do so would seemingly require one to know that 
r was the first universal node encounted along the computation. In order to encounter 
this problem, we do the following. We let each node belonging to the existential 
phase be denoted by an existential configuration of M on x. Each node in the 
universal phase, however, is denoted by a tuple [p, r], where p is the current 
configuration of M on x and r represents the first universal configuration encoun- 
tered along the computation. Edges of the form (r, [r, r]) are also added (provided 
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Fig. 6(a). A typical accepting computation of M cm x 
that r is a universal configuration) in order to connect the portions of the graph 
representing the two phases. It is now easy to supply the remaining edges. 
Formally, the graph G,,P = (S, E) is constructed as follows: 
(1) s= Vu(Vx V); 
(2) c,, (the initial configuration of M on x) is the initial node of GP; 
(3) l (p, q) E E if p is an existential configuration and p can reach q in one step, 
l (r, {r, r]) E E for every universal configuration r, 
l b’r E V, ([p, r], (4, r]) E E if p is a universal configuration and p can reach 
q in one step, 
l tlr E V, ([v, r], [r, r]) E E if 0 is an accepting configuration. 
(4) f/r E V, [w, r] is a terminal state if w is a rejecting configuration. 
A portion of the constructed graph for the example (of Fig. 6(a)) is shown in 
Fig. 6(b). Although many superfluous nodes and edges may be added during the 
construction, they are for the most part not reachable from co. Now it is reasonably 
easy to see (as it was for the example) that, in general, M will accept x iff there is 
a blackhole in G,,. Furthermore, since G,p’~ size is polynomial in 1x1, the above 
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Fig. 6(b). The portion of G, corresponding to the computation in Fig. 6(a). 
construction can easily be carried out in deterministic logspace. This completes the 
proof. 
Before concluding, however, we provide some insight into the operation of 9. 
Such insight will prove useful when the reader proceeds to Theorem 4.5 in the next 
section. Now, recall that P consists of a single program, say A, whose task is to 
simulate M on x. A’s progress can be divided into two phases-the existential phase 
and the universal phase. First A simulates, in a nondeterministic fashion, the 
existential moves of M on x until a universal configuration is reached. (Actually, 
at each step, A follows the computation of M by choosing just one of the possible 
successor configurations-each successor configuration has equal probability of 
being chosen. For our purposes this can be thought of as nondeterminism.) If the 
configuration of M, at this point, is c, A stores the configuration c into memory and 
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enters the second phase. In the universal phase, A simulates universal moves of M 
on x (again, at each step, A follows the computation of M by probabilistically 
choosing just one of the possible successor configurations) until either a rejecting 
or an accepting configuration is reached. In the former case, A enters a terminal 
state and the simulation stops; however, in the latter case the simulation begins 
anew from the stored configuration c. By definition, M will acccept x iff there exists 
some reachable first universal configuration c such that from c, no rejecting configur- 
ation can be reached. This concludes our discussion of 9’. 0 
For solving the fair NTP with respect to type 4 fairness, it suffices to find a type 
4 blackhole. This is essentially the same as determining the fair NTP for .%Y%~‘, .
Hence, the proof strategy of Theorem 3.5 can be applied here as well. We immediately 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. The fair NTP for RY%Y and 9P%Yh, k 2 1, under 4-fairness, is 
AC)-complete. 
Lastly, we consider the fair NTP for type 5 fairness. From Theorem 2.4, we have 
that an FPCP 9 does not termnate properly under 5-fairness iff there exists a type 
4 blackhole (in Gz9) in which every program is active. In the 4-fairness case the 
algorithm only had to find a type 4 blackhole; but in this case, it must also check 
that every program is active in the blackhole. As we will see, this extra checking 
step “increases” the problem complexity. Before this will be shown, the following 
lemma provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a type 5 
blackhole. 
Lemma 3.7. Let G,IP be the associated graph of a system 9 in SVW)kr k 2 2. G.P has 
a type 5 blackhole ifs there exists a reachable state q such that 
(1) q cannot reach any termination or deadend state, and 
(2) for every state s which is reachable from q, there exists a path of length c k IGGpl 
from s to q which utilizes at least one move of each of the k programs. 
Proof. The proof is very much the same in style as the proof of Lemma 3.4, except 
that the definition of type 5 fairness is used. Basically, q represents some state in 
a type 5 blackhole. The forma1 details are left to the reader. 0 
Theorem 3.8. The fair NTP for 9W’ZP and S??%W)k, ka2, under 5-fairness, is 
AC _k- complete. 
Proof. First we show the upper bound. To prove this, we construct an O(1og n) 
space bounded 3-alternation bounded ATM M that accepts a given FPCP ??’ iff 9 
has the properties mentioned in Lemma 3.7. We now sketch the operation of M on 
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an instance ?? = (S, sO, 6, X) with k concurrent programs. Let n = (PI and note that 
kc n. Recall that G9 is obtainable from 9’ in deterministic logspace. 
Now a computation of M consists of four phases: 
(1) @phase) M (nondeterministically) traverses a path in Gp (of length at most 
n) and (nondeterministically) chooses a state, say q, of GB at which to stop and 
enter the next phase. (M is essentially guessing that q resides in a blackhole.) 
(2) (Vphase) M generates a configuration for each state reachable from q in G:p. 
The depth of the tree created in this phase need be no greater than n. 
(3) (Vphase) For each of the states generated in phase (2), M will check whether 
the state is in X (the set of termination states) or a deadend state. If so, M enters 
a rejecting state; otherwise, M enters the next phase. 
(4) @phase) For every state s generated in phase (2), M (nondeterministically) 
traverses a path in GIP (of length at most kn) that begins at s and which utilizes 
at least one move of each of P’s k programs before arriving back in the state q. (If 
such a path is traversed, M accepts; otherwise, after k n steps M rejects.) 
A sample computation is depicted in Fig. 7. Clearly, the computation described 
above only requires O(1og n) space and can be carried out by a 3-alternation bounded 
ATM. Furthermore, such a machine can easily be constructed from 9’ in deterministic 
logspace. 
We are now ready to show the lower bound. The proof provided here is similar 
to, but more involved than, the corresponding proof in Theorem 3.5. Let M be an 
O(log n) space bounded 3-alternation bounded ATM. Given an input string x, it 
suffices to construct an FPCP, 9 such that M accepts x iff 9 will not properly 
terminate. Once again, for the sake of simplicity, we illustrate how to construct the 
graph G,p instead. A configuration of M is a (p, i, s), where p is the current state, 
i is the input head position, and s is the contents of the work tape (including the 
head position). Let c,, be the initial configuration. A configuration (p, i, s) is called 
a universal (existential, accepting, rejecting) configuration iff p is a universal (existen- 
tial, accepting, rejecting) state. Let V be the set of configurations of M on x. Let 
1x1 (I VI) denote th e 1 ength (size) of x (V). Since M uses O(loglxl) space, IV1 is 
polynomial in 1x1. Without loss of generality, we assume that M never enters the 
same configuration twice. Furthermore, we assume that the computation graph of 
M on x is such that each path from c0 is composed of exactly three phases, and 
ultimately terminates in either an accepting or rejecting configuration. (Again, if M 
does not possess these properties, an equivalent ATM with the appropriate properties 
can easily be constructed.) 
Before the detailed construction is presented, we first describe the basic intuition 
involved. Now the graph GVP is constructed from the computation graph of M on 
x. Once again, note that the computation graph of M on x is acyclic, and that each 
leaf represents either an accepting or rejecting configuration. Fig. 8(a) illustrates a 
typical accepting computation of M on x. The basic idea is to construct a labelled 
graph GVp such that M accepts x ifl GiY contains a type 5 blackhole. Recall that g 
will be a two program system. Hence we shall label each edge in G, by either A 
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Fig. 7. An O(log n) space 3-alternation bounded ATM computation to test the existence of a type 5 
blackhole. 
(for program A) or B (for program B). From the (partial) computation graph shown 
in Fig. S(a) we would like to construct something like the labelled graph G shown 
in Fig. 8(b). Let us summarize the motivations behind the construction of G. First, 
each of the original edges are labelled A. Next, from each rejecting configuration 










Fig. S(a). A typical accepting computation for M on x 
an edge labelled A is added “back to” the starting phase (3) (existential) configur- 
ation that precedes it. An example is the dashed edge from (to) the configuration 
labelled b (a) in Fig. 8(b). For each starting phase (2) (universal) configuration 
(the only example in Fig. 8(b) is the node labelled d) we add the new node-in 
this case the node labelled wd. From each accepting configuration which is derived 
from d we add an edge labelled A to wd. Furthermore, an edge labelled A is added 
from wd to d. Lastly an edge labelled B is added from w, to w,; see Fig. S(b). Now 
the portion of G below d corresponds to a type 5 blackhole. It is also the only 
blackhole (in the illustrated portion of G). (The type 5 blackhole must contain wd 
since the (only) edge labelled B emanates from wd. By construction, node d as well 
as all nodes following d must also be part of the blackhole.) 
On the other hand, suppose that the computation shown in Fig. 8(a) did not merit 
acceptance; i.e., suppose there were a starting phase (3) (existential) configuration 
that did not lead to an accepting configuration. Then the subgraph below the 
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m.. 
A !i . . . A d ----------\ 
Fig. 8(b). The graph G corresponding to the computation in Fig. 8(a) 
corresponding node in G would constitute a blackhole in which B is not active. 
Under such circumstances the type 5 blackhole would not exist. To see this, the 
reader should redo the construction for the case in which node e is rejecting. Hence, 
we see that the strategy ensures that G contains a type 5 blackhole iff M accepts x. 
In order to formalize this idea we proceed as follows. We let nodes in the first 
phase be represented by configurations of M on x. In order to identify configurations 
that initiate phase (2) ((3)), nodes in the second (third) phase will be represented by 
tuples (triples) of configurations of M on x (i.e., the node [p, v] ([q, t, r]) represents 
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the phase (2) ((3)) configuration p (q) that resulted from a computation which 
began phase (2) ((3)) in configuration r (t). The portions of the graph are then 
connected together in the same way as they were in Theorem 3.5. Let V (E, 17) be 
the set of (existential, universal) configurations of M on x. Formally, then G,P = 
(S, L) is constructed as follows: 
(1) s= Vu(Vx V)u(Vx vx V)u{[6,r]IrE U}; 
(2) c0 is the initial node of G,; 
(3) L: for each configuration p, q e V, r E U and t E E, we have 
(a) edges labelled A: 
(p, q) if p E E and p can reach q in one step, 
(r, [r, rl), 
([p, r], [q, r]) if p E U and p can reach q in one step, 
([t, rl, [t, t, rl), 
([p, t, Y], [q, t, r]) if p E E and p can reach q in one step, 
([v, t, r], [t, t, r]) if ZI is a rejecting configuration, 
([ 2), t, r], [ 6, r]) if u is an accepting configuration, 
([6, rl, [r, rl); 
(b) edges labelled B: 
([a, rl, [a, rl). 
(4) GY will have no terminal states. 
See Fig. 9.5. We can now argue that M accepts x iff there exists a type 5 blackhole 
in Gy. The reason is pretty much the same as it was for the example. The crucial 
point is that for B to be active in a blackhole (which is required of a type 5 blackhole), 
the blackhole must contain some state of the form [ 6, r]. In other words, after [r, r] 
has been reached each time A reaches a state of the form [t, t, r], A must be able 
to visit at a later time some state [v, t, r], where u is an accepting configuration. 
Otherwise, A will get stuck without being able to visit the state [ 0, r] ever again. 
Hence, M accepts x iff there exists a type 5 blackhole. Since the above construction 
can easily be carried out in deterministic logspace, this completes the proof. 
Once again, before concluding we provide some insight into the operation of 9. 
Such insight will prove useful when the reader proceeds to Theorem 4.9 in the next 
section. Recall that ?? consists of two programs A and B which essentially simulate 
M on x. P? operates as follows. Starting from c0 A probabilistically simulates 
existential moves of M on x until a universal configuration is reached. If the 
configuration of M at this point is c, , A stores the configuration c, in memory and 
enters the second phase. In this phase, A probabilistically simulates universal moves 
on x until an existential configuration, say c2, is reached. A then stores the configur- 
ation c2 into memory and enters the third phase. In the third phase, A probabilistically 
simulates existential moves of M on x until an accepting or rejecting configuration 
is reached. In the latter case, A restarts the simulation from the stored configuration 
c2. In the former case, A deletes c2 from memory, temporarily enables B (which 
can only perform a no-op), and then restarts the simulation from the stored configur- 
ation c, . This concludes our discussion of P. 0 





w a rejecting 
configuration 
Fig. 9. The two-program graph G, constructed in Theorem 3.8 (all unlabelled edges correspond to 
transitions of A; the edges labelled B correspond to transitions of B). 
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4. The complexity when a more succinct representation of the input is assumed 
In this section, we investigate the complexity of the fair NTP (TP) for FPCPs 
over a different representational scheme. Consider a system of k concurrent finite- 
state programs each of which has access to log n bits of memory. Such a system ?? 
is portrayed in Fig. 10(a). Now each program can be described in terms of an n-state 
transition graph since in each case there are n distinct configurations of the accessible 
memory. Each of the transition graphs provide us with a “local” description of a 
program. Provided that the memory accessible to each program can be easily 
ascertained, the entire system can be represented as the concatenation of the k local 
descriptions. The length of such a description would be O(kp(n)) for some poly- 




O 0 0 0’. 0 -O 
program 2 ’ . program k 
0 0 9 0 : 0 O 0 (> 0’. 0 .O 
) k programs 
, each program 
can be described 
via an n state 
transition graph 
program 1 program k 
Encoding 






0 0 0 
k 
l n global states 
Encoding 
Fig. 10(b). The “global” representation of a concurrent system. 
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“local”. One could also dub the representational scheme utilized in Sections 2 and 
3 as “global” since there, systems are described in terms of their global state space. 
We feel that a local representational scheme more closely resembles how one would 
realistically expect to represent a system of concurrent programs. Now the rep- 
resentation of 9 (of Fig. 10(a)) in terms of its global state space is illustrated in 
Fig. 10(b). Since we can only bound the number of possible global states by nk, the 
corresponding description will require length q( n”) for some polynomial q. Clearly, 
the local scheme is more succinct since kp(n) “grows slower” than q(nk). In this 
section, we show that the fair NTP (where inputs are represented via local descrip- 
tions) for fairness types l-3 requires n(n ‘h~h)‘9h) deterministic time. In [9], the 
following conjecture was made. 
Conjecture A. For k 2 1 and any F > 0, NLk SZ DTIME(~~-‘). 
Under the assumption that Conjecture A is true, a tighter lower bound, of 
fl(n (k-2)‘8) deterministic time, is shown to hold for all five fairness types. The proof 
of this result requires the following fact which can easily be ascertained from the 
work in [21] (see also [23]). 
Fact 1. For any e > 0, NLk is a proper subset of NLk+F. 
Now it seems reasonable to expect that the same sort of result would hold for 
AL: and AL:. Unfortunately, it seems that such a result has not appeared in the 
literature. Hence, we conjecture its truth. 
Conjecture B. For any e > 0, AL: is a proper subset of AL:,, and AL; is a proper 
subset of AL:,,. 
Under the assumption that Conjecture B is true, we show for type 4 (type 5) 
fairness that the problem requires b(k -22) log n 2-alternation bounded &((k- 
33)log n 3-alternation bounded) ATM space. The major results of this section, are 
summarized in Table 2. To appreciate the impact made by the local input representa- 
tion, the reader should compare Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 2. The complexity of the fair NTP for 9YWS,. Here, d denotes a positive constant. 







Wn ‘k~6)‘yh) det. time 
fl(n hmh)‘96) det. time 
Wn (imh”96) det. time 
Q(k -22) log n 2.ah. spaced 
&(k - 33) log n 3-ah. space a 
0( nd “) det. time 
0( nc’ “) det. time 
O(n”‘) det. time 
O(k log n) 2.ah. space 
O(k log n) 3-alt. space 
fi(n (‘-*)“) det. time 
fl(n (h-2)‘8) det. time 
fl(n (hm2”8) det. time 
Q(n ‘h-2)‘8) det. time 
n(n (‘-1)‘8) det. time 
“Assuming Conjecture B 
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We now formally describe the representation of FPCPs assumed in this section. 
First some additional notation is in order. Let V be a finite set of memory bit 
locations. Let A(V) be the set of configurations or states that V can be in. (Note, 
of course, that [A( V)l = 2’“‘.) N ow an FPCPk B is a quadruple (S, sO, 6, X) where 
. S={S&,l~i,j 4 k, is the finite set of memory locations shared between process 
i and process j (each memory location denotes a single bit); Sii, 1 G i G k, denotes 
the local memory of process i; i.e., the memory which is not shared}; 
l s,,~ A(LJ,ci,jskSo) denotes the initial system state; 
. X=(X1,..., X,), where each X,, a subset of A(Ulsjsk S,), is the set of termina- 
tion states for process i; and 
. 6={6,,..., 6,) is the set of transition functions satisfying 
Again, we assume that X is a sink; i.e., if the system reaches a state in which each 
process i, 1 s i 4 k, is in a state in Xi, then the system will remain in X. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that Vl sisk, 6,(s)cXix[0,1]Vs~Xi. Let Si= 
U,“= 1 S, , 1 s i s k. Then, in this representation, a state of process i is a configuration 
of S;, which is exactly the memory to which process i has access. The size of 9’ is 
polynomial in CF=, 1 A(S the sum of the number of configurations attainable in 
the memory accessible to each process. The size of 9 represented in the manner 
described in Section 2 depends on IA(lJF=, S,)/, the number of global memory 
configurations which can be exponential in the former measure. Let 191 denote the 
size of ?? as described in this section. Then the size of Y as described in the previous 
section is bounded by a polynomial in 191”. Thus, according to Theorem 3.2, the 
fair NTP, for fairness types 1-3, is solvable in O(nd “) deterministic time (for some 
positive constant d). Also, according to Theorems 3.6 and 3.8, the fair NTP for type 
4 (5) fairness is solvable in O(k log n) space by a 2- (3)-alternation bounded ATM; 
i.e., the problem is in AL&k, (ALbck,). Since it was shown in [2] that ALzf,‘l)~ 
DsPAcE((k log n)‘), we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 
(1) The fair NTP for fairness types l-3 is in EXPTIME. 
(2) The fair NTP for fairness types 4-5 is in PSPACE. 
Let %‘(n, k) denote the class of FPCPs with k programs such that each program 
has at most n states. It is precisely this subclass for which we derive our lower 
bounds. Note that for 9 in %(n, k), 19’) is b ounded by a polynomial in n and k. 
The size of B E %(n, k) as measured in the previous section is O(n’ “) for some 
positive constant c. Hence, for some positive constant d, the fair NTP for %(n, k) 
under 1-3 (4 or 5)-fairness is solvable in O(nd “) deterministic time (O(k log n) 2- 
or 3-alternation bounded ATM space). Now, we derive the lower bounds. Before 
doing this, the following definitions are required. 
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Let X=(0,1}. A mapping g:I*+E * is said to be computable in S(n) space 
(T(n) time) iff there exists a deterministic Turing machine M such that, given 
an input XE E*, M will output g(x) using at most S(lx() space (T((xl) time). 
Now, consider two problems L and L’ over E*. L is said to be 
(S(n), Q(n)),,,,, ((T(n), Q(n)),i,,)-reducible to L’ iff there exists a mapping g 
computable in S(n) space (T(n) time) such that 
(1) x E L iff g(x) E L’, and 
(2) vx E I*, Ig(x)l s O(l4). 
Let %? be a class of problems over 2. L is said to be Y-hard with respect to 
(S, Q),,,,,-reducibility ((T, Q),i,,-reducibility) if, for every L’ in %, there exists a 
constant c such that L’ is (S(n), c Q( n))space (( T(n), c Q(n)),,,,) reducible to L (see 
[9]). The following results were given in [9] (or can be obtained by a straightforward 
generalization of those given in [9]). See also [7]. 
Lemma 4.2. If a function f : E * + 2:” zs computable by an S(n) space bounded TM 
M with tape symbols (0, 1, #} such that at any time the work tape contains at most k 
#s, then f is computable in S(n) + (k + 2) log S(n) space by a TM M’ with tape symbols 
IO, 1). 
Lemma 4.3. Let L (cZ*) be Y-hard with respect to (S, Q),,,,,-reducibility. 
(1) If L is solvable in T(n) deterministic time, then for any problem L’ in %‘, there 
are constants c, and c2 such that L’ is solvable in T(c, Q(n)) + c2 n S(n) 2”“’ deter- 
ministic time. 
(2) If L is solvable in S’(n) 2- (3)-alternation bounded ATM space, then, for any 
problem L’ in %, there are constants c, and c2 such that L’ is solvable in 
S’(n) + c2 log S”(n) 2- (3)~alternation bounded ATM space, where S”(n) = 
S’(c, Q(n))+2log(c, Q(n))+S(n). 
The proofs of the next two theorems involve the construction of concurrent systems 
that will simulate ATM computations in much the same way as was done when 
proving the lower bounds for Theorems 3.5 and 3.8. Note in Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 
that, without loss of generality, certain properties were required of the simulated 
ATMs. The next lemma provides us with a firm handle on how costly it is, when 
given an arbitrary ATM (of the appropriate type), to produce an equivalent ATM 
that possesses these required properties. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that N is a k log n space bounded 2- (3)-alternation bounded 
ATM. Then an equivalent (2k+2) log n space bounded 2- (3)-alternation bounded 
ATM M can be constructed such that, along each computation path from its initial 
configuration, M 
(1) encounters configurations for each phase, 
(2) never enters the same configuration twice, and 
(3) terminates in either an accepting or rejecting configuration. 
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Proof. Condition (1) can be forced by simply altering N’s finite-state control. Hence, 
without loss of generality, we assume that N already satisfies condition (1) along 
any computation path of finite length. Conditions (2) and (3) can be obtained by 
having M simulate N and while doing so keep track of the number of moves 
simulated thus far. If during the simulation N accepts or rejects, M follows suit. 
Note, that on input x (n = 1x1), N can have at most 1 NI (n + 2) k log n 2k log n distinct 
configurations. Hence, if N has not terminated after this many steps, M will enforce 
condition (l), terminate the simulation, and reject. Now the counter needed for 
keeping track of the number of simulated moves can easily be maintained in 
(k +2) log n bits. Hence, M’s total space requirement will be (2k + 2) log n. The 
details of M’s construction are left to the reader. 0 
In the remainder of this section we shall be describing systems of probabilistic 
concurrent programs. For ease of expression, we describe each program via a 
flowchart. The building blocks of our flowcharts are illustrated in Fig. 1 l(a)-(c). 
Here a circle represents a state of the flowchart. Two states, called the initial and 
terminal states, are distinguished from the rest. (In what follows, the reader should 
not confuse the state of the flowchart with the state of the program which it describes.) 
Initially, a token is placed on the initial flowchart state. The semantics of these 
flowchart programs is as follows. Each time the program is scheduled, the token 
will move along the flowchart, according to the following rules, until the next state 
(i.e., circle) is reached. (The move is considered to be atomic.) It is important here 
as we proceed to explain the transformation from the flowchart of a probabilistic 
program to its formal FPCP description. Given a flowchart of a program Q, each 
state of Q can be viewed as a tuple (s, v), where s is a flowchart state (circle) and 
2, denotes the contents of Q’s local and shared memory, (s,,, v,), where s0 is the 
initial flowchart state and ~1” denotes the initial contents of memory, is the initial 
state of Q. The transition function So of Q can now be inductively described as we 
go along. 
(1) (Assignment block): See Fig. 11(a). Assume that state s contains the token. 
Once the program is scheduled, with probability pi (1 s is t and Ocpi s 1) the 
sequence of instructions I,, . . . , Z, in Ai will be executed. The token then moves to 
s{. Now, with respect to the FPCP description, transitions of the form 
(s, v)-+ ((s:, Ui),pi) belong to 6o, where vi denotes the memory configuration 
resulting from the execution of statements 1,; . . . ; I,. 
(2) ( Waiting block): See Fig. 1 l(b). Here P represents a predicate on the contents 
of local and shared memory. Assume that s contains the token. Now, when the 
program is scheduled and P is “true” (“false”), the token moves to s’ (s). Note 
that as long as P is “false”, we have busy waiting. In terms of the FPCP description, 
transitions of the form (s, v) + ((s’, v), 1) (when P(v) is true) and (s, v) + ((s, v), 1) 
(when P(v) is false) belong to So. 
(3) (Conditional block): See Fig. 11(c), where each dashed line is labelled with 
a predicate Pi (1 s i G t). The semantics of this block is that if one and only one of 
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Fig. 1 l(a). An assignment block. (b) A waiting block. (c) A conditional block. 
the predicates, say Pi, is true, then Ai is executed before the token is moved to s:; 
otherwise, the token is moved back to s directly. In terms of the FPCP description, 
transitions of the form (s, v)--t ((si, vi), 1) ( w en h P;(v) is true), where vi de- 
notes the new memory configuration which results from executing A,, and 
(s, v) + ((s, v), 1) (when P#( u) is false for all i) belong to 6,. 
Before proceeding, the reader should understand how flowcharts correspond to 
programs. For the sake of simplicity, throughout the rest of this paper we describe 
programs via flowcharts. It should also be noticed that the size of a program depends 
on the number of variables (actually, bits) and flowchart states in the flowchart (in 
fact, exponential in the number of variables (actually, bits) and polynomial in the 
number of flowchart states), but not on the number of boxes in the flowchart. 
In what follows, we derive a lower bound for the fair NTP under fairness types 
1-5. 
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Theorem 4.5. 7’he fair NTP for %‘(n, k) under fairness types l-5 is AL:_,-hard with 
respect to ((4+ E) log n, n* log 5n),,,,,-reducibility. 
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary k log n space bounded 2-alternation bounded ATM. 
Assume that the set of tape symbols of N is (0, l}. Let M be the ATM guaranteed 
by Lemma 4.4. Consider an arbitrary input string x. (Let n = 1x1.) In what follows, 
we shall show how to construct a P=(S, so, 6, X) in ‘%‘(O(n810g5 n), k+2) to 
simulate the computation of M on x in such a way that M accepts x iff P will not 
terminate with probability 1 under fairness types 1-5. 
The structure of 9’ is shown in Fig. 12, where circles and boxes are used to 
represent programs and collections of shared variables, respectively. Before describ- 
ing each entity of 69’ in detail, we briefly address the general idea of the simulation. 
The simulation is, in some sense, similar to the one used in proving the lower bound 
of Theorem 3.5. Recall there that the proof involved constructing a system 9” 
consisting of a single program (say a) to simulate a log n space bounded 2- 





. . . 
Fig. 12. The system 9’ constructed in Theorem 4.5. 
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phases-the existential phase and the universal phase. First & simulated, in a 
probabilistic fashion, the existential moves of M on x until a universal configuration 
was reached. If the configuration of M, at that point, was c, & stored the configuration 
c in its memory and entered the second phase. In the universal phase, d probabilisti- 
tally simulated universal moves of M until either a rejecting or an accepting 
configuration was reached. In the former case, ti entered a terminal state and the 
simulation stopped; however, in the latter case the simulation began anew from the 
stored configuration c. By definition, M accepted x iff there existed some reachable 
first universal configuration c such that, from c, no rejecting configuration could be 
reached. Hence, in G,,p,, (the graph of 9”‘) the configuration c was in a type l-5 
blackhole. We then concluded that M accepted x iff 9” would not terminate with 
probability 1 under type l-5 fairness. See Theorem 3.5. The reader should realize 
that the ability to restart the simulation at the stored configuration was crucial. Now, 
the same simulation for an O((2k +2)log n) space bounded ATM would be more 
complicated. In general, the program would require O(n’*“+*‘) states, which will 
not work for our purposes here since we require the FPCP to be in %(O( n”), O(k)) 
for some fixed constant c. 
In order to overcome this difficulty, the system g constructed here consists of 
k+2 programs, &, L, (1 s i c k + l), where each program is of size O(n* log’ n). 
First, M’s (2k+2) log n bit work tape is partitioned into k+ 1 blocks of length 
2 log n each. Program & will simulate the computation described above; while L,, 
1 s is k + 1, acts as a storage vehicle for the ith block of the work tape of M (and 
the ith block of the work tape for the stored configuration). Now, & will not store 
the contents of M’s work tape but will store the positions of both tape heads (and 
the positions of the tape heads for the stored configuration). In order to simulate 
a move, s9 must retrieve and update (from the appropriate L,) the current bit being 
scanned on M’s work tape. This is carried out by sending (and later receiving) 
“messages” through the chain L, , . . , L,,, . The program S (L, , . . . , L,,, , respec- 
tively) communicates with L, ( Lz, . . . , L L+I,~, respectively) by using the shared 
memory denoted by W, ( W, , . . . , W,,, , respectively) as a communication media. 
Each message sent through the chain has (5 + log k + log log n) bits and consists of 
the following information: 
u-field (3 bits): 
=o: no-op mode, 
zz 1: retrieving mode, 
= 2: updating mode, 
=3: phase-change mode, 
=4: reset mode, 
=5: terminating mode; 
b-field (log k bits): block number; 
c-field (1-t log log n bits): displacement within a block; 
d-field (1 bit): data. 
Let Wf (h = a, 6, c, d, ab, UC,. . . , etc.) denote the value of the h._field(s) of Wi, 
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1 s is k + 1. (Let W, be short for Wyhcd .) The value of WY, for values 1, 2, 3, 4, or 
5 indicate whether zzl is 
(1) retrieving a bit of the work tape, 
(2) updating a bit of the work tape, 
(3) storing the work tape contents (of the stored configuration), 
(4) resetting the work tape contents, or 
(5) causing the system to terminate. 
In what follows, we shall describe the programs Lj, 1 G is k+ 1, and ti via 
flowcharts. The flowcharts are not actually part of the description of .9? but they 
readily illustrate the structure of the system and the ease with which the actual 
description of 9 can be produced by a transducer. We first describe the memory 
to which programs L,, 1 G i s k + 1, and ti have access. The memory, in each case 
is referenced (in the flowcharts) by variable names in order to make the description 
of the flowcharts easier to understand. Let [Ml denote the number of states in M. 
Program Li, l<isk+l 
- local variables: 
Y (2 log n bits): used to store the ith block of the current work tape, 
Y’ (2 log n bits): used to store the ith block of the work tape when the simulation 
switches from its existential phase to its universal phase; 
- shared variables: Wi_, and Wi. 
Program d 
- local variables: 
ST (1oglMl bits): used to represent the current state, 
ST’ (log /Ml bits): used to store the state at the phase change, 
TP (1 +log k+log log n bits): used to represent the current work tape head 
position, 
TP’ (1 +log k+log log n bits): used to store the work tape head position at the 
phase change, 
IP (log n bits): used to indicate the input head position of the input tape, 
IP’ (log n bits): used to store the input head position at the phase change; 
- shared variables: W,, and W,,, . 
Now, the program L,, 1 s i 4 k+ 1, is described by the flowchart in Fig. 13. 
TO construct &, let U, E, A and R denote the set of universal, existential, 
accepting and rejecting states of M, respectively. A transition of M, 
Z=[(p, a, b)+ (ql, b,, d,, d;), . . _, (ql, b,, d,, d:)], implies that if M is in state p 
and a (b respectively) is the current input (work tape respectively) symbol, then M 
can enter state q1 (q2, . . . , qr respectively), change the tape symbol to b, (b2,. . . , 6, 
respectively) and move its input and work head in directions d, (dZ, . . . , d, respec- 
tively) and d: (di, . . . , d: respectively). Let #(I) = t. Let 7r be a set of M’s transitions 
where I E V. (Note that any two distinct transitions begin with a unique triple.) 
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/* retrieve the TPth 
worktape bit */ 
/* wait for the bit */ 
r____-___-- 
I ST=statep,theIPthposition I 
/* wait for the Lis to 
update the worktspe */ 
Fig. 14. A flowchart segment to simulate the transitions of 
T = U.. .I,. , [(P, a, b)+ (4, > b,, 4 > d:), . , (SC, b,, 4, d:)l, . > [. .I}. 
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Fig. 14 shows how the transition 1 can be simulated. Note that the predicate on 
each dashed line matches the current state, input symbol and tape symbol with the 
corresponding transition. The predicates on the other dashed lines correspond to 
other transitions, Let B, denote such a flowchart segment where all the transitions 
in n are represented. Now, we define r,, = {u, , . . . , I+} (7~~ = {e, , . . . , e,}) to be the 
set of transitions defined on universal (existential) states of M respectively. The 
program & is shown in Fig. 1.5. 
Let 9 = (S, s,,, 8, X) be as described above where each X, (and X,,) = {the unique 
program state where the flowchart token is on 0 and all variables are set to 0}, 
15 i d k + 1, and s0 is the system state where all variables are set to zero except for 
ST (which is set to the initial state of M) and each respective flowchart token resides 
in its respective initial state. Now, consider the size of 9’. For each L,, 1 d id k+ 1, 
it is easy to see that Sj (the local and shared memory of program L,) contains some 
constant plus 4 log n +2 log log n bits. Hence, the number of possible transitions of 
Li is O( n8 log4 n). S., contains some constant plus 2 log n +4 log log n bits. Thus, 
the number of possible transitions of d is O(n4 log’ n). Since each transition can 
be represented in O(log n) bits, the length of 9 is O(n* log5 n). 
Now, we describe the Turing machine transducer T that, when given x, constructs 
9. Clearly, the only hard part is the construction of 6. To construct 6, (for L,), 
1 s id k + 1, the work tape of T is of the form #i#j#, where i, of length 4 log n + 
2 log log n bits, is to keep track of the variables, and j, of length log log II bits, is a 
pointer for scanning the work tape. (Three more #s are used to separate variables 
in the i part.) Similarly, to construct SA for .$ T’s work tape requires no more than 
2 log n +4 log log n bits with 7 #s. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, the construction can 
be carried out in deterministic space (4+e) log n for any F > 0. 
Now the system P operates as described earlier. &, using the L,s to store the 
contents of the work tape, moves through successive configurations of M on x in 
much the same fashion as was described in Theroem 3.5. A terminates whenever 
it comes across a rejecting configuration. If & terminates, it subsequently causes 
the termination of each Lj, 1 s is k+ 1. d will process forever (with nonzero 
probability) if it finds a universal configuration following an existential configuration, 
for which each emanating path results in an accepting state. Now the reader should 
be able to ascertain the following two facts concerning the operation of &: 
(1) Whenever s4 is at a conditional block in its flowchart, one and only one 
predicate will be true. 
(2) Whenever & is at a waiting block, either the predictate is true or W;t+, = 0. 
For a program 9, we call a transition a no-op transition if it does not change the 
configuration of P’s accessible memory (this implicitly includes, of course, the 
position of the token in P’s flowchart). Now L, (&Z), 1 s is k+ 1, can make no-op 
transitions iff WY__, ( Wt,,) is zero. By construction, all but exactly one of the Wps, 
lsiskfl, will be zero at any given time. Hence, at any given time, exactly one 
of the programs will be able to make a transition that is not a no-op. Now as long 
as & moves through configurations, each L,, 1 G is k+ 1, must subsequently be 







/* similate an existential 
STeE I I Se I move of M *t/ 




TP + OS 
TP’ + OS 
IP+ OS 
IP’ + OS 
wk+l +Os 
/* wait for each Li 
to terminate */ 
/* cause each Li 









/* store the current 
configuration */ 
/* wait until each Li has 




1 B I 
1 SUI 
/* similate a universal 
L_T_-l 
move of M */ 
ST E R 
_ _------- -- 
u 
__ ---- -- ----_-_I 
, STEA 
4 
ST + ST’ 
/* restore saved 
TP + TP’ /* wait until each Li 
configuration */ has completed */ 
Fig. 15. The flowchart of program d. 
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scheduled for a transition that is not a no-op. Also note that the L,s are essentially 
deterministic. Since each L,, 1 d i G k + 1, must eventually excecute a transition, JXZ 
must continue the simulation or terminate. As was the case in Theorem 3.5, the 
probabilities force the entire subtree of the stored universal configuration to be 
explored. Hence, either ti terminates (with probability 1) or the system enters a 
type l-5 blackhole (with nonzero probability). 
Thus, we have shown that for any k > 0 and F > 0, and any L in AL:, there is a 
constant c such that L is ((4+ E) log n, c n810gsn),,,,,-reducible to the fair NTP for 
‘Z(n, k +2) under fairness types l-5. 0 
The following corollaries now become evident. 
Corollary 4.6. If we assume Conjecture B, the fair NTP for %?(n, k) under fairness 
types l-5 requires i(k -22) log n 2-alternation bounded ATM space for k > 22. 
Proof. Assume that the problem can be solved in i(k -22 - s)log n 2-alternation 
bounded ATM space for some k > 22 and E > 0. From Theorem 4.5 we know that 
the fair NTP is AL:_,-hard with respect to ((4-t E,)log n, n810g5n),,,,,-reducibility. 
From Lemma 4.3, we have that any language in ALfmZ can be solved in S’(n)+ 
c,log S’(n) 2-alternation bounded ATM space, where 
S’(n)=$(k-22-F) log(c, nx~og5n)+2 log(c, nx10g5n)+(4+EI) log n 
for some c, and cZ. This amount is in (k - 2 - Ed) log n 2-alternation bounded ATM 
space for some Ed > 0. This contradicts Conjecture B. 0 
Corollary 4.7.The fair NTP for %(n, k) under fairness types l-5 requires PSPACE if 
k is a problem parameter. In fact, the problem is PsPAcE-complete. 
Corollary 4.8. If we assume Conjecture A, the,fair NTP,for %‘(n, k) under,fairness 
types l-5 requires fl(n(k--2”x) deterministic time for k > 7. 
Proof. Assume that the fair NTP for %( n, k) can be solved in n(k~2)‘X~’ deterministic 
time for some F > 0. From Lemma 4.3, we have that any language in ALzpz can be 
solved in 
(c,n” log5n)‘k-*‘/8-’ +c,n((4+E,)log n)2’4+rI)‘ogn 
deterministic time, for some c, and c2. It can be easily seen that, for k > 7, the above 
term is in O(nk~‘-F+FZ ), for any e2. Choose F~ < F; we then have that problems in 
AL:_7 can be solved in O(nkpZ-FJ ), for some .s3 > 0. This contradicts Conjecture 
A. 0. 
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Now type 5 fairness requires that every program has to be scheduled infinitely 
often (this is not required for type 4 fairness). Therefore, a bigger lower bound is 
expected for fairness types 1-3, 5. As a matter of fact, we are able to show that the 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.9. The fair NTP for %(n, k) under fairness types 1-3, 5 is AL;_,-hard 
with respect to ((6 + e)log n, n’210g5n)5p~ce-reducibility. 
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary k log n space bounded 3-alternation bounded ATM. 
Assume that the set of tape symbols of N is (0, l}. Let M be the ATM guaranteed 
by Lemma 4.4. Consider an arbitrary input string x. (Let n = 1x1.) In what follows, 
we show how to construct a 9 = (S, sO, 6, X) in %(O( n12 log’ n), k + 3) to simulate 
the computation of M on x in such a way that M accepts x iff 8 will not terminate 
with probability 1 under fairness types 1-3, 5. 
The basic idea of the simulation is very similar to the one in the previous theorem, 
where M’s (2k + 2) log n bit work tape was partitioned into k + 1 blocks. The essential 
difference is that the simulation follows the one in the proof of Theorem 3.8 instead 
of Theorem 3.5. Hence, here we only describe the crucial points that differ from 
those of Theorem 4.5. Figure 16 presents the overall structure of 9’. Programs A 
and B here play the roles of A and B in Theorem 3.8; except that the Lis store the 
contents of M’s work tape as was the case in Theorem 4.5. Programs A, Li, 
1 s i G k + 1, play essentially the same roles they did in Theorem 4.5; except that 
the Lis must store three (instead of two) 2 log n bit pieces of M’s work tape since 
the simulation described in Theorem 3.8 has two (instead of one) stored configur- 
ations at which the simulation can be restarted. Now the memory shared by A and 
B is only the single bit d. Now B’s only transition is to change d from 1 to 0; 
however B will only be enabled (by A setting d to 1) when A comes across an 
accepting configuration of M. Each of the other programs will always be enabled. 
Hence, blackholes of type 1-3, 5 are essentially the same. The remaining details of 
the simulation are left to the reader. 
Let 9 = (S, sO, 6, X) be as described above where each Xi (and X,) = {the unique 
program state where the flowchart token is on t9 and all variables are set to 0}, 
14 i s k + 1, and so is the system state where all variables are set to zero except for 
ST (which is set to the initial state of M) and each respective flowchart token resides 
in its respective initial state. Now, consider the size of 9. For each Li, 1 s i c k + 1, 
it is easy to see that Si (the local and shared memory of program L,) contains some 
constant plus 6 log n + 2 log log n bits. Hence, the number of possible transitions of 
L, is 0( n1210g4n). S, contains some constant plus 3 log n + 5 log log n bits. Thus, 
the number of possible transitions of A is 0( nhlog”‘n). The size of B is a constant. 
Since each transition can be represented in O(log n) bits, the length of g is 
O(n’210g5n). 
Now, we describe the Turing machine transducer T that, when given x, constructs 
9’. Again the only hard part is to construct S. To construct 6, (for L,), 1 s is k+ 1, 
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Fig. 16. The system 9 constructed in Theorem 4.9. 
the work tape of T is of the form # i#j#, where i, of length 6 log n +2 log log n 
bits, is to keep track of the variables, andj, of length log log n bits, is a pointer for 
scanning the work tape. (Four more #s are used to separate variables in the i part.) 
Similarly, to construct 6, for A, T’s work tape requires no more than 3 log n + 
5 log log n bits with 9 #s. Finally, sR can be constructed in constant space. Therefore, 
by Lemma 4.2, the construction can be carried out in deterministic (6+ E) log n 
space for any F > 0. q 
Corollary 4.10. If we assume Conjecture B, the fair NTP for %?( n, k) under fairness 
types l-3, 5 requires &(k -33) log n 3-alternation bounded ATM space, .for k> 33. 
Proof. Assume that the problem can be solved in i’,(k-33- &)log n 3-alternation 
bounded ATM space for some k > 33 and F > 0. From Theorem 4.9, we know that 
the fair NTP is AL;_,-hard with respect to ((6 + F,) log n, n ” log5 n),,,,,,-reducibility. 
From Lemma 4.3, we have that any language in AL;_3 can be solved in S’(n)+ 
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c2 log S’(n) 3-alternation bounded ATM space, where 
S’(n)=~(k-33-~)log(c,n’2logsn)+2log(c,n’2log5n)+(6+~,)logn 
for some c, and c2. This amount is in (k - 3 - Ed) log n 3-alternation bounded ATM 
space for some F~ > 0. This contradicts Conjecture B. 0 
In what follows, we shall show that, given an FPCP in %‘(n, k), the fair NTP (TP) 
under fairness types 1-3 requires deterministic time fl(n(k-6)‘96). To show this, we 
reduce the two-person pebble game problem (with k pebbles), which is known to 
require a( n Ock’) deterministic time [l], to the fair NTP. 
A two-person pebble game G is a quadruple (N, R, S, T), where: 
l N is a finite set of nodes, 
l R(~NxNxN)isthesetofrules, 
l S (c N) is the set of initial nodes, and 
l T (EN) is the terminal node. 
G is said to be an (n, k)-pebble game iff ) NI = n and IS/ = k. Initially, pebbles are 
placed on initial nodes, i.e., all nodes in S. The playing (pebble-moving) rule is 
that, whenever (x, y, z) E R and nodes x and y, but not z, contain pebbles, a pebble 
can be moved from x to z. Two players, say A and B, take turns moving the pebbles. 
Each player must make a move during his turn. A winning position (or win) for a 
player is when he either moves a pebble to T, or he forces his opponent to be unable 
to move. At such a time the game is over. The pebble game problem is to determine, 
given a pebble game, whether the first player has a winning strategy, i.e., whether 
the first player can always manage to win regardless of the opponent’s moves. One 
can easily see that the pebble game problem possesses characteristics similar to that 
of the computation of an ATM. More precisely, the moves of the first player, when 
trying to obtain a winning position (regardless of how the opponent moves), 
correspond to existential moves of the ATM; while the moves of the second player, 
when trying to prevent the first player from winning, correspond to universal moves 
of the ATM. Because of this alternating behavior, the pebble game problem requires 
exponential execution time. In fact, the following result concerning the complexity 
of pebble game problem was shown in [ 11: The (n, k)-pebble game problem requires 
Wn (k-‘)‘4mF) deterministic time for any F > 0 and k > 5 on multitape Turing machines. 
Using this result, we are able to show the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.11. The (n, k)-pebble game problem is (O(n” log’ n), n12 log n)time- 
reducible to the fair NTP (TP) for %?(O(n” log n), 2k +4) under fairness types l-3. 
Proof. Let G = (N, R, S, T) be an (n, k)-pebble game. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that the first player cannot win in a single move. We show how to 
construct an FPCP Y = (S, s,,, 6, X) in %(O( n ‘* log n), 2 k + 4) to simulate G in 
such a way that 9 will not terminate with probability 1 for fairness types l-3 iff G 
has a winning strategy for the first player. Without loss of generality, we assume 
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that each node of G is labelled with a unique number i, 1 s is n. In this way, a 
node can be referenced using a log n-bit array. Similarly, each pebble is assigned 
with a number ranging from 1 to k. For brevity, let d, (15 is k) denote the node 
that contains the ith pebble. Let dp indicate the initial position of the ith (1 s i c k) 
pebble before the game starts. 
The overall structure of the FPCP 9 we construct is depicted in Fig. 17, where 
circles and boxes denote programs and shared variables respectively. Before describ- 
ing each entity in detail, we first present the general idea of how the simulation 
works. The idea will be for the game to be played over and over again as long as 
A keeps winning. If B wins, the system will terminate (providing the schedule is 
fair). One problem that the simulation needs to avoid is games of infinite duration. 
Fig. 17. The system 9 constructed in Theorem 4.11. 
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Note that an (n, k)-pebble game has at most 2 rrk distinct configurations. Hence, if 
there is a winning strategy for A, then A must be able to win any game in 2 rrk 
steps. So if the simulation of a game proceeds to this point with neither player 
winning, the system should terminate (i.e., without loss of generality, we can consider 
this a win for B). To implement this, we build a counter (capable of counting up 
to 2 n”) into the system and force it to be incremented by 1 each time A (or B) 
moves a pebble. If at any time the counter exceeds 2 nk, the system will terminate 
(providing the schedule is fair). Now, programs A and B are used to simulate the 
two players in the pebble game. A plays for the first player. Each program (A and 
B) contains in its finite-state control the description of G. However, in order to 
keep the size of the programs small, the dynamic information (i.e., the contents of 
the counter and the current location of each pebble) is not kept in A (or B). Instead, 
k programs (L, , . . . , Lk) are used to store this information. Each L,, 1 i is k, 
contains 2 log n bits of local memory. The first log n bits are used to record the 
current position of the ith pebble. The remaining bits are used to maintain “part” 
of the counter. Now, the entire counter requires 1 + k log n bits of memory. Let 
c:c:. . c:,,.c:. . . c:,,. . . . c:. . . C:,,p+’ 
denote the bits of this counter where Ci and C”+’ represent the least significant 
bit and most significant bit respectively. Program Li, 1 s is k, then maintains bits 
c;c:...c;,,.. c ki’ is maintained in the shared memory between A and B. The 
simulation proceeds as follows. 
For A to move, it must play a rule (x, y, z) E R such that nodes x and y have 
pebbles but z does not. It uses G,, . . . , G,, to (nondeterministically) choose the 
pebbles which are on nodes x and y and then L, , . . . , Lk to supply the actual node 
values. It uses C, and CZ to (nondeterministically) choose a rule (x, y, z) E R with 
the correct first two coordinates and L, , . . . , L, to verify that z currently does not 
contain a pebble. (The particular nondeterministic choices will be forced via the 
schedule.) If A finds that the chosen rule cannot be played, the process of selecting 
a rule begins anew; otherwise, A plays the rule. If as a result A “wins”, A uses 
L, , . . , Lk to restore the original position of each pebble so that the game can begin 
anew; otherwise, A uses L,, . . . , Lk to update the position of the moved pebble and 
then activates B. (A now essentially remains dormant until B reactivates it.) B 
chooses what move to play in a probabilistic fashion (thus ensuring in a l-, 2-, or 
3-fair path that all such choices are played infinitely often). It obtains and updates 
the information stored in L,, . . , Lk in much the same fashion as A does. If it 
chooses a rule it cannot play, it probabilistically chooses between restarting the 
game and trying again to select a rule. If playing a rule places a pebble on T (i.e., 
B wins), B terminates and in turn causes all other programs to terminate (providing 
the schedule is fair); otherwise, B merely updates the information in L,, . . , Lk 
and reactivates A. Until A again activates B, the only move available to B is that 
of termination. Hence, if A cannot play, B will eventually cause the system to 
terminate. (Also, whenever A or B update a pebble’s location (reset the game), the 
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counter is incremented by 1 (reset to 0) at the same time.) Now all programs will 
be enabled at every instant (unless they have terminated)-although perhaps only 
for no-op moves. Recall that waiting blocks do not cause a program to become 
disabled since we employ busy waiting. Thus, for such a system, fairness types l-3 
are equivalent. It is also worth mentioning here that program B is the only one 
which utilizes probabilistic moves. The other programs are entirely deterministic. 
Nondeterminism only appears to happen because of the schedule. 
Before describing the simulation in detail, we first look at the type of messages 
contained in each Wi. Each Wi, 1 G is k, is of length 4+log kt log n bits and 
contains the following information: 
a-field (3 bits): 
=0: no-op mode, 
= 1: retrieving mode, 
= 2: updating mode, 
=3: reset mode, 
= 4: matching mode, 
= 5: matching-fail, 
= 6: terminating mode; 
b-field (log k bits): used to represent an index of a pebble; 
c-field (log n bits): used to denote the position of a pebble; 
d-field (1 bit): used to propagate the carry bit when updating 
the counter. 
In the following, we describe the variables used in each program. 
Program L;, lsisk 
- local variables: Y (log n bits): used to store the position of the ith pebble, 
CN (log n bits): used to represent bits Cl C; . . . C;,, n of the counter; 
- shared variables: W,-, and Wt. 
Program G,, lsi<k 
- local variables: none; 
_ shared variables: W (2 bits) and W,. 
Program C, ( C,) 
- local variables: none; 
- shared variables: U (2 bits) and V (1 bit). 
Program A 
- local variables: 
I and J (log k bits each): used to store the indices of two pebbles, 
d,, dJ and dz (log n bits each): used to store the positions of pebbles, 
CT (log n bits): a counter. 
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- shared variables: U, V, W, W,, W,, E (1 bit), H (1 bit), and 2 (1 bit); Z is used 
to store bit Ckt’ of the counter; H is a termination bit; B sets it to 1 to initiate 
termination. 
Program B 
- local variables: 
I (log k bits): used to store the index of a pebble, 
d,, dJ and dz (log n bits each): used to store the positions of pebbles; 
- shared variables: W,, Wk, E, H, and Z. 
The detailed description of each program is shown in Figs. 18-22. At this point 
the intent reader should study the flowcharts thoroughly. Note that the finite-state 
control of A (and B) contains a table recording the static structure of the pebble 
game. Basically, this table is assumed to be organized in such a way that, given two 
positions x and y, the set of nodes z for which (x, y, z) E R can be obtained in a 
sequential manner. We use (x, Y); to denote the ith such z. Furthermore, the number 
of such zs (at most n) (denoted by #(x, y)) is also kept in the table. Figure 23 
contains the sequence of programs that need to be scheduled for player A to make 
a move. For player B, the positions x, y, and the rule are chosen probabilistically 
(rather than being determined by the schedule); but the update is similar. 
The functions of C, and C2 still need further explanation. Suppose A has retrieved 
two pebble locations x and Y and #(x, y) # 0 (i.e., there are rules involving x and 
y). It is quite possible that #(x, y) > 1. Hence, A needs to “select” one and only 
one rule to perform the next move. Furthermore, this selection must be chosen via 
the schedule so that a “smart” schedule can always force A to pick the “right move” 
(if there is a winning strategy for A). Let r=#(x,y). Let (x,y,z,), 
(x, Y, 4,. . . 3 (x, y, z,) be those r rules involving x and y. If (x, y, z,), 1 s is r, is the 
“right” rule to select for A, then a “smart” schedule will schedule Cz (i - 1) times 
in a row and then schedule C, . Program A uses an internal counter CT (of length 
log n bits) to keep track of i. The remaining details can be ascertained from Figs. 
20 and 21. 
Now, we are able to argue that G has a winning strategy for the first player iff 
!? will not terminate with probability 1 under fairness types l-3. To see this, first 
note that the only terminal state in B’s flowchart is 0. Moreover, B is able to enter 
0 iff either 
(1) A is active, or 
(2) B moves a pebble to T, or 
(3) the number of moves played exceeds 2 nk. 
Now, whenever B terminates, it forces every other program to follow suit (in a fair 
schedule). Furthermore, if at some point the first player cannot move, then A will 
never again activate B (or restart the game). Since the only subsequent move available 
to B causes termination, the system must terminate if the schedule is fair. The “if” 
part is, therefore, trivial. To prove the “only-if” part, we have to show that if the 
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r-- 
l -4 I -- 1 
/*choose 
pebble i 
f0t-A l / 
/* terminate */ 
Fig. 19. The flowchart for program G,. 
r--)-JG--G--~ &--; 
LJ=2 I lU=l lU=O u=2 I lU=l I LIZ0 
V+O 






thatC2ran l / 
l terminate */ /* terminate */ 
c1 
c2 
Fig. 20. The flowcharts for programs C, and C, 
first player can manage bo win no matter how the second player reacts to his moves, 
then there exists a fair schedule g such that 9 will not terminate with probability 
1 under u. The strategy for constructing g is as follows. The first player’s choices 
are determined (in some intelligent way) by selecting the “correct” Gis (1 s i s k) 
and C,s (j = 1 or 2) each time A is activated to proceed. Note that letting the 
schedule perform this selection will ensure that the first player can always “manage 
to win,” provided the pebble game problem has a winning strategy for A. Now A 
can win in one of two ways. If A moves a pebble to T, A restarts the game; if B 
cannot move, it probabilistically chooses between trying to find a legal move and 
restarting the game. Hence, as long as A “keeps winning,” the game is replayed 
over and over again (as long as the schedule is fair). In each successive iteration 
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initial state 
/*terminate Lt, 
Ilick l / 
1 






/* retrieve the first 
> pebble position l / 
/* retrievethesecond 
pebble position l / 
'(dI,dJ)=O,' ','(dI,dJ)#O 
/*thecorresponding /*the ruleis 
rule is undefined-- defined- -
retry l / proceed l / 
Fig. 21. The flowchart of A. 
the schedule is employed to force A to play within the strategy. On the other hand, 
in order to ensure that “no matter how” the second player responds the first player 
always wins, probabilities are used in program B each time when several moves are 
available. In this way, in order to form a fair schedule, B has to, in some sense, 
“try” every possible move eventually. The “only-if” part now follows. 
It is worth mentioning here that the above schedule is not necessarily state-fair. 
This is because only one Gi will be scheduled to proceed at a time even though all 
G,s are enabled; and the correct schedule may not require all G,s to be scheduled. 
In this case, the schedule will not be state-fair. 
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6 4 
















qy next rule*/ 
CT=1 , 
I’ 
/* choose one rule 
“nondeterministicallq” 
by using the scheduler */ 
/* determine whether 
dZ already contains a 
pebble */ 
w;=s, ,w;=4 
/* dz contains a /* dZ does not 
pebble- retry */ contain a pebble */ 
0 3 
Fig. 21. (continued) 
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/*A wins - issues 
a reset signal */ 
and increment 
the counter */ 
activate B */ E+, 
/* Since the counter 
now exceeds 2*nk and 
E=O wait for B to 
terminate */ 
/* play the next move */ 
Fig. 21. (continued). 
Let 9 = (S, sO, 6, X) be as described above. Now the single termination state for 
each program has the flowchart token on 6’ and all variables set to zero. sg is the 
system state in which the value of all variables is zero except that Y in Lj is set to 
dy and each respective flowchart token resides in its respective initial state. Now 
consider the size of 9. First, the reader should note when transducing flowcharts 
into systems of programs that the size of a program depends on the number of 
variables and states in the flowchart-but not on the number of boxes. Hence, the 
size of a program is not affected by the size of the table keeping the rules of the 
game. Now, for each Li, 1s is k, it is easy to see that S, (the local and shared 
memory of program Li) contains some constant plus 4 log n bits. Hence, the number 
of possible transitions of L, is O(n’). The size of G,, 1~ is k, is O(n*). S, contains 
some constant plus 6 log n bits. Thus, the size of A is O(n”). Similarly, the size of 
B is O(n’“). Finally, the sizes of C, and C, are constants. Since each transition can 
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W, + k 
I+ k 




/* reset the 
game and 0 
the counter*/ 
or restart the game “1 
Fig. 22 
retrieve the second 
pebble location -- 
which is also chosen 
probabilistically */ 
The flowchart of program B. 
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(dI,dJ is not in the table 
& 2 -_-- _,@ /* reselect the move or 
: 
restart the game */ 
(dI,dJ is in the table 
f% 
/* 
. . . dZ+r .., 
Y 
/* check whether dZ wg l 4 
contains a pebble */ W;+dZ 
a 
_ 
the move or restart 
the game ~1 
; w;= 




/* B wins */ 
termination state 
probabilistically 
pick an “r” such that 
(dI,d$r) E R */ 
/* dZ does not contain a 
4 pebble -- play the move */ 




/* update the 
Ith pebble and 
increment the 
counter */ 
Fig. 22. (continued) 
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/* update Ck+’ and 
activate A */ 
/* counter exceeds 
2*nk -- terminate */ 
6 e /* termination state */ 
Fig. 22. (continued). 
be represented in O(log n) bits, the length of 9 is 0(n12 log n). Furthermore, the 
construction can be carried out in O(n” log2 n) deterministic time. The theorem 
now follows. 0 
Note that since each program in the preceding construction 
every global nontermination state, we have that this theorem 
corollaries) also hold for the restricted systems of [4]. 
Corollary 4.12. The fair NTP for %(n, k) under fairness 
can be enabled for 
(and the following 
types l-3 requires 
Wn (k-6)‘96-F) deterministic time for any E > 0 and k > 1254, on multitape Turing 
machines. 
Proof. First, note that, for k> 1254, there exists an s, > 0 such that 
lim,,,( n l2 log2n)/n’kp6)‘96-‘I ) = 0. Suppose that the fair NTP can be solved in time 
n(k-6)‘96-E2 for some s2 > 0. Since the (n, k)-pebble game problem is (O( n l2 log2 n), 
O(n” log n))time reducible to the fair NTP for %(O(n12 log n), 2k+4), choose E = 
min{e, , s2}_ We immediately have that the pebble game problem can be solved in 
O(n (k-1)‘4--E) deterministic time, which is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 4.13. Thefair NTPfor %Y( n, k) underfairness types l-3 requires exponential 
time when the degree of concurrency, k, is a problem parameter. In fact, the problem 
is EXPTIME-complete. 
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